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Abstract
This paper proposes a logic for programming languages, which is both simple and expressive, to serve as a
foundation for language semantics frameworks. Matching µ-logic has been recently proposed as a unifying foundation
for programming languages, specification and verification. It has been shown to capture several logics important for
programming languages, including first-order logic with least fixpoints, separation logic, temporal logics, modal µ-
logic, and importantly, reachability logic, a language-independent logic for program verification that subsumes Hoare
logic. This paper identifies a fragment of matching µ-logic called applicative matching logic (AML), which is much
simpler and thus more appealing from a foundational perspective, yet as expressive as matching µ-logic. Several
additional logical frameworks fundamental for programming languages are shown to be faithfully captured by AML,
including many- and order-sorted algebras, λ-calculus, (dependent) type systems, evaluation contexts, and rewriting.
Finally, it is shown how all these make AML an appropriate underlying logic foundation for complex language
semantics frameworks, such as K.
1 Introduction
In an ideal language framework, all programming languages must have formal definitions and all language tools are
automatically derived, correct-by-construction, at no additional costs (see Fig. 1). As one of many efforts in pursuing
this ideal scenario (see Section 12 for related work), the K framework (www.kframework.com) has been used to
define the complete formal semantics of many real-world languages such as C [27], Java [7], JavaScript [44], x86 [17],
as well as emerging blockchain languages such as EVM [28] and IELE [30]. All language tools such as parsers,
interpreters, and program verifiers are automatically generated from the formal semantics.
Figure 1: Ideal language framework
In this paper we are interested in logic foundations
for language frameworks. For concreteness, we pick
K as a target: in addition to having been used to for-
malize a variety of real programming languages com-
pletely, K appears to also be one of the most complex
tool-supported language framework in use and has no
agreed-upon formal semantics. At a high level, every
language definition L defines a logic theory ΓL in some
foundational logic. Different language tools for L rep-
resent different best-effort implementations of logic rea-
soning within ΓL. For example, the program verifier can
do reasoning of the form ΓL ` ϕinit ⇒ ϕfinal, which intu-
itively means that all initial program configurations ϕinit
must reach the final configurations ϕfinal.
1.1 Limitations of matching µ-logic
A major research question is: What logic can serve as
such a foundational logic for complex language frame-
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works such as K, whose implementation is larger than 130,000 LOC? Previously, K used a combination of two logics
to serve as the foundation for its program verification tools: matching logic [48] (shortened as ML) used to specify
static structures and logical constraints; and reachability logic [50] (shortened as RL) used to reason about dynamic
reachability properties. RL has a language-independent proof system that supports sound and relatively complete ver-
ification for all programming languages. It is an expressive logic that subsumes Hoare logic and Hoare-style program
verification [49], but it cannot express some dynamic properties such as liveness properties. We are aware of three
other attempts to give a formal semantics to K: one using (double-pushout) graph transformations [53], another based
on a translation to Isabelle [33], and another based on a translation to (coinduction in) Coq [39]. None of these were
incorporated within K’s codebase, because none of them are satisfactory: not only they result in heavy translations
with a big representational distance from the original definition, but also they support only some properties (e.g.,
reachability, or partial correctness, or coinductive) or only some of K’s features. In particular, none supports K’s rea-
soning modulo (evaluation and configuration) contexts in its full generality, and none of them properly captures K’s
local rewriting (details in Section 10).
To overcome these limitations, matching µ-logic [10] (shortened as MmL) was recently proposed. As a unifying
logic, MmL subsumes not only ML and RL, but also many important logical frameworks such as first-order logic
(shortened as FOL) and FOL with least fixpoints [25], separation logic [47, 43], modal µ-logic [32], many variants of
temporal logic such as linear temporal logic and computation tree logic [46], and dynamic logic [20, 26]. Therefore,
MmL is a good logic foundation candidate. However, MmL suffers from at least two main limitations.
Firstly, MmL is more complex than necessary. As a many-sorted logic, MmL has theories that can contain multiple,
sometimes infinitely many sorts, each with its own carrier set in models. Theories define many-sorted symbols σ ∈
Σs1...sn,s that take a fixed number n of MmL formulas, called patterns, of appropriate sorts, and produce patterns of
sort s. This places a burden on implementations, which need to store the sorts and the arities of all symbols, carry out
well-formedness checking, and implement a more complex than needed proof system and checker.
Secondly, MmL enforces a strict separation among elements, sorts, and symbols. Intuitively, elements represent
data; sorts represent the types of data; and symbols represent operations or predicates over data. Therefore, MmL
distinguishes among data, types, and operations/predicates. This can become inconvenient when we define, e.g.,
functional programming languages, where functions are first-class citizens and can be passed around as normal data,
or λ-calculi, where no distinction is made between data and functions. Here is a concrete example. Suppose we have
a sort Nat of natural numbers and we want to define parametric lists. Specifically, we need to define for every sort s a
new sort denoted List{s} for all lists over elements of sort s. Then, we can define the common (parametric) operations
over (parametric) lists and their axioms in the following usual way (only one axiom is shown; Σ,List{s} denotes the set
of all constant symbols of sort List{s}):
nil{s} ∈ Σ,List{s} cons{s} ∈ Σs List{s},List{s} append{s} ∈ ΣList{s}List{s},List{s}
append{s}(cons{s}(x : s, l :List{s}), l′ :List{s}) = cons{s}(x : s, append{s}(l :List{s}, l′ :List{s}))
Note that all symbols and axioms are parametric in sort s. In other words, there are infinitely many sorts: Nat, List{Nat},
List{List{Nat}}, etc., as well as infinitely many symbols and axioms in the MmL theory of parametric lists, even though
all of them are highly homogeneous. This is at best inconvenient for MmL implementations. Either we incorporate
parametric lists as built-in into the implementations, or we invent some ad-hoc meta-level notation to specify the
infinite theory of parametric lists in some finite way. Neither approach is optimal: the former lacks generality while
the latter is heavy and superficial. Most many-sorted FOL systems forgo parametricity all together.
1.2 Applicative matching logic: simpler and yet more flexible
Our main contribution is the proposal of applicative matching logic (AML) as a logic foundation for programming
language semantic frameworks, like K, and thus as a logic foundation for programming languages, program speci-
fication and program reasoning in general. We show that AML subsumes MmL and thus it subsumes all the logic
frameworks subsumed by MmL. Then we show several new results of how AML subsumes other logics/algebras, in-
cluding order-sorted algebra, parametric sorts/types, function sorts/types, dependent sorts/types, λ-calculus, and pure
type systems; these are defined as theories or notations in AML, which are shown to entail the same theorems as the
original logic/calculus/algebra. Finally, we put everything together and show by example how AML, with a proof
checker that was implemented in ˜100 statements (in Maude), can serve as a trusted logic foundation for programming
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Figure 2: Many important logics, calculi, and algebras can be defined as theories and/or notations in AML; the existing
K implementation (denoted as the node labeled “K”) only realizes a fragment of RL and will eventually be lifted to
the same level as AML, as denoted by the dotted bidirectional arrow.
language frameworks: we define an AML theory of contexts as a generalization of λ-calculus and use it to give a
semantics to K. These are illustrated in Fig. 2, where the arrow −→ is read “can be defined in” or “is subsumed by”.
We designed AML by learning from the pros and cons of MmL. Specifically, we drop the many-sorted infrastruc-
ture from MmL and keep only the minimal necessary components: a dummy sort denoted as ? for all patterns, a binary
symbol ∈ Σ??,? called application, and a few constant symbols in Σ,?. In other words, AML is the fragment of
MmL over the above simple signature.
We emphasize that we think of MmL and AML as two different methodologies, instead of merely two different
logics. Indeed, since AML is a fragment of MmL as a logic, then of course all logics subsumed by AML are trivially
subsumed by MmL, too. What we find appealing about AML is that it inspires more elegant definitions than MmL;
for example, parametric lists as a finite AML theory (see Section 7.1), overcoming the inconvenience of the infinite
MmL theory (see Section 1.1).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present the syntax, semantics, and proof system of AML in
Section 2. Then we define many-sorted algebra, MmL, constructors and term algebras, and order-sorted algebra in
AML in Sections 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively. In Section 7, we show by example how to define parametric sorts/types,
function sorts/types, and dependent sorts/types. In Sections 8 and 9 we define λ-calculus and pure type systems,
respectively. We propose AML as a logic foundation of K in Section 10. Finally, we discuss our implementation of an
AML proof checker in Section 11, discuss related and future work in Section 12, and conclude with Section 13.
Appendix contains proofs for all the results in the paper.
2 Applicative Matching Logic: Basic Definitions and Notations
Here we introduce the basic definitions and notations of AML.
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2.1 Applicative matching logic syntax and semantics
Definition 1. A signature is a triple (EVar,SVar,Σ) with a set EVar of element variables x, y, . . . , a set SVar of set
variables X,Y, . . . , and a set Σ of constant symbols or constants σ, f , g, . . . . We omit EVar and SVar when they are
understood and simply use Σ to denote the signature. The set of Σ-patterns is inductively defined as follows:
ϕF x ∈ EVar | X ∈ SVar | σ ∈ Σ | ϕ1 ϕ2 | ⊥ | ϕ1 → ϕ2 | ∃x .ϕ | µX .ϕ if ϕ is positive in X
where ϕ is positive in X if all free occurrences of X in ϕ are under an even number of negations, where for counting
negations we regard ϕ1 → ϕ2 as ¬ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2. Let Pattern be the set of all patterns.
The pattern ϕ1 ϕ2 is called an application. As a convention, application is associative to the left and thus we write
ϕ1 ϕ2 ϕ3 . . . ϕn instead of (· · · ((ϕ1 ϕ2) ϕ3) · · · ϕn). The other constructs are standard logical constructs as in FOL
and/or modal µ-logic [32]. Element variables are like FOL variables that range over elements in the models, while set
variables are like propositional variables in modal logic that range over sets (i.e., predicates); Definition 4 defines the
precise semantics of all these constructs. Both ∃ and µ are binders and their scope goes as far as possible to the right.
The notions of free variables, α-renaming, and capture-avoiding substitution are defined as usual. We write FV(ϕ)
to denote the set of all free (element and set) variables in ϕ. We write ϕ[ψ/x] (resp. ϕ[ψ/X]) to denote the result of
substituting all free occurrences of x (resp. X) in ϕ for ψ, where α-renaming happens implicitly to prevent variable
capturing. Note that ∃ only binds element variables and µ only binds set variables. We define the following derived
constructs:
¬ϕ ≡ ϕ→ ⊥ ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ≡ ¬ϕ1 → ϕ2 ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ≡ ¬(¬ϕ1 ∨ ¬ϕ2) ϕ1 ↔ ϕ2 ≡ (ϕ1 → ϕ2) ∧ (ϕ2 → ϕ1)
> ≡ ¬⊥ ∀x .ϕ ≡ ¬∃x .¬ϕ νX .ϕ ≡ ¬µX .¬ϕ[¬X/X] // if ϕ is positive in X
We assume the standard precedence of these connectives, and application ϕ1ϕ2 binds the tightest.
In models, patterns evaluate to the sets of elements that match them. Intuitively, x is matched by exactly one-
element sets (i.e. singletons) while X is matched by any sets; ⊥ is matched by no elements; ϕ1 → ϕ2 is matched by
those elements which match ϕ2 if they match ϕ1 (in particular, all those that do not match ϕ1). The pattern ∃x .ϕ allows
us to abstract away irrelevant parts (i.e., x) of the pattern ϕ. The pattern ϕ1ϕ2 allows us to apply ϕ1 that represents
a function/operation/predicate, to ϕ2 that represents the argument. The pattern µX .ϕ evaluates to the smallest set X
w.r.t. inclusion such that X = ϕ (note that X may occur free in ϕ). This intuition is formalized in Definition 4.
Derived constructs have the expected semantics, too. The pattern ¬ϕ is matched by elements not matching ϕ;
ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 is matched by elements matching ϕ1 or ϕ2; ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 is matched by elements matching both ϕ1 and ϕ2; > is
matched by all elements; and νX .ϕ evaluates to the largest set X such that X = ϕ. This is formalized in Proposition 5.
Now, we formally define the semantics of AML. Firstly, we review the following key result.
Theorem 2 (Knaster-Tarski [57]). For any nonempty set M and a monotone function F : P(M)→ P(M), i.e., F (A) ⊆
F (B) for all A ⊆ B, where P(M) denotes the powerset of M, we have that F has a unique least fixpoint µF and a
unique greatest fixpoint νF , given as:
µF =
⋃
{A ⊆ M | F (A) ⊆ A} νF =
⋂
{A ⊆ M | A ⊆ F (A)}
We call A a pre-fixpoint of F whenever F (A) ⊆ A and a post-fixpoint of F whenever A ⊆ F (A).
Since patterns evaluate to sets, AML adopts a powerset semantics; in particular, application ϕ1ϕ2 is interpreted as
a relation instead of a function.
Definition 3. Given a signature Σ, a Σ-model is a triple (M, • , {σM}σ∈Σ) containing:
• a nonempty carrier set M;
• a binary function • : M × M → P(M) called application;
• an interpretation σM ⊆ M for every constant σ ∈ Σ as a subset of M.
By abuse of notation, we use the same letter M to also denote the model itself.
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For notational simplicity, we extend pointwisely the application • over sets as follows:
• : P(M) × P(M)→ P(M) A • B = ⋃a∈A,b∈B a • b for all A, B ⊆ M.
Note A • B = ∅ if A = ∅ or B = ∅. We abbreviate a • b as ab and write ab1 · · · bn ≡ (· · · ((ab1) b2) · · · bn).
AML models generalize applicative structures [1], which are pairs (A, •A ) with a nonempty set A and an appli-
cation function •A : A × A → A. Indeed, applicative structures are special instances of AML models with |a • b| = 1
for all a, b ∈ M.
Definition 4. Given a model M, an M-valuation is a function ρ : (EVar∪ SVar)→ (M ∪P(M)) with ρ(x) ∈ M for all
x ∈ EVar and ρ(X) ⊆ M for all X ∈ SVar. That is, element variables evaluate to elements and set variables to sets. Its
extension, ρ¯ : Pattern→ P(M), is defined as:
ρ¯(x) = {ρ(x)} for all x ∈ EVar ρ¯(σ) = σM for all σ ∈ Σ ρ¯(⊥) = ∅
ρ¯(X) = ρ(X) for all X ∈ SVar ρ¯(ϕ1ϕ2) = ρ¯(ϕ1)ρ¯(ϕ2) ρ¯(ϕ1 → ϕ2) = (M \ ρ¯(ϕ1)) ∪ ρ¯(ϕ2)
ρ¯(∃x .ϕ) = ⋃a∈M ρ[a/x](ϕ) ρ¯(µX .ϕ) = µF ρϕ,X with F ρϕ,X(A) = ρ[A/X](ϕ) for A ⊆ M
where “\” denotes set difference; ρ[a/x] (resp. ρ[A/X]) denotes the valuation ρ′ such that ρ′(x) = a (resp. ρ′(X) = A)
and agrees with ρ on all other variables; µF ρϕ,X denotes the least fixpoint of F ρϕ,X .
Note that F ρϕ,X defined as above is a monotone function, so Theorem 2 applies and the least fixpoint indeed exists.
Therefore, patterns can evaluate to the empty set ∅, the total set M, or any other subset A ⊆ M. The patterns ϕ for
which ρ¯(ϕ) is either ∅ or M for every ρ are called predicates.
Proposition 5. Under the above notation, the following hold:
ρ¯(¬ϕ) = M \ ρ¯(ϕ) ρ¯(ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2) = ρ¯(ϕ1) ∪ ρ¯(ϕ2) ρ¯(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2) = ρ¯(ϕ1) ∩ ρ¯(ϕ2)
ρ¯(>) = M ρ¯(ϕ1 ↔ ϕ2) = M \ (ρ¯(ϕ1)4ρ¯(ϕ2)) ρ¯(∀x .ϕ) = ⋂a∈M ρ[a/x](ϕ)
ρ¯(νX .ϕ) = νF ρϕ,X with F ρϕ,X defined the same as in Definition 4
where “4” denotes set symmetric difference: A 4 B = (A \ B) ∪ (B \ A).
Note that the predicate-ness of patterns is preserved by all the core and derived constructs, i.e., ϕ1 → ϕ2 and ϕ1∧ϕ2
are predicates whenever ϕ1 and ϕ2 are, µX.ϕ is a predicate whenever ϕ is, etc.
Definition 6. We write M  ϕ iff ρ¯(ϕ) = M for all ρ. Let Γ be a set of patterns called axioms. We write M  Γ iff
M  ψ for all ψ ∈ Γ, and Γ  ϕ iff M  ϕ for all M  Γ. A theory is a pair (Σ,Γ) with a signature Σ and a set of
Σ-patterns Γ as axioms. We often omit Σ and use Γ to denote the theory.
2.2 Definedness and related notations
Here we show how to define several important mathematical instruments, such as equality, membership, and functions,
as theories in AML. We also introduce notations for them.
Definition 7. Let d e be a constant called definedness. We write dϕe ≡ d e ϕ and define the axiom:
(Definedness) dxe
We define totality b c, equality =, membership ∈, and set inclusion ⊆ as derived constructs as follows:
bϕc ≡ ¬d¬ϕe ϕ1 = ϕ2 ≡ bϕ1 ↔ ϕ2c x ∈ ϕ ≡ dx ∧ ϕe ϕ1 ⊆ ϕ2 ≡ bϕ1 → ϕ2c
We also define ϕ1 , ϕ2 ≡ ¬(ϕ1 = ϕ2), x < ϕ ≡ ¬(x ∈ ϕ), ϕ1 * ϕ2 ≡ ¬(ϕ1 ⊆ ϕ2).
We tacitly assume definedness and the above notations in all theories given in this paper, although it is important
to note that this is not an extension of AML, but simply a constant and an axiom that we assume in subsequent AML
theories. Intuitively, the pattern dϕe is a predicate that states that ϕ is defined, i.e., ϕ is matched by some elements.
Formally, let M be a model satisfying (Definedness). For notational simplicity, we write daeM ≡ d eM • a. Since
M satisfies (Definedness), M  dxe, then ρ¯(dxe) = dρ¯(x)eM = dρ(x)eM = M for all valuations ρ, which implies that
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daeM = M for all a ∈ M. Therefore, if ρ¯(ϕ) , ∅, there exists some a ∈ ρ¯(ϕ) and then ρ¯(dϕe) = dρ¯(ϕ)eM ⊇ daeM = M,
which implies that ρ¯(dϕe) = M. Otherwise, if ρ¯(ϕ) = ∅, then ρ¯(dϕe) = dρ¯(ϕ)eM = d∅eM = ∅.
The following proposition shows that the derived constructs in Definition 7 are all predicates and have the expected
semantics: bϕc checks if ϕ is total, i.e., if ϕ is matched by all elements; ϕ1 = ϕ2 checks if ϕ1 and ϕ2 are matched by the
same elements; x ∈ ϕ checks if the element matching x also matches ϕ; and ϕ1 ⊆ ϕ2 checks if all elements matching
ϕ1 also match ϕ2.
Proposition 8. With the above notation, the following hold:
• ρ¯(dϕe) = M iff ρ¯(ϕ) , ∅; and ρ¯(dϕe) = ∅ iff ρ¯(ϕ) = ∅;
• ρ¯(bϕc) = M iff ρ¯(ϕ) = M; and ρ¯(bϕc) = ∅ iff ρ¯(ϕ) , ∅;
• ρ¯(ϕ1 = ϕ2) = M iff ρ¯(ϕ1) = ρ¯(ϕ2); and ρ¯(ϕ1 = ϕ2) = ∅ iff ρ¯(ϕ1) , ρ¯(ϕ2);
• ρ¯(x ∈ ϕ) = M iff ρ(x) ∈ ρ¯(ϕ); and ρ¯(x ∈ ϕ) = ∅ iff ρ(x) < ρ¯(ϕ);
• ρ¯(ϕ1 ⊆ ϕ2) = M iff ρ¯(ϕ1) ⊆ ρ¯(ϕ2); and ρ¯(ϕ1 ⊆ ϕ2) = ∅ iff ρ¯(ϕ1) * ρ¯(ϕ2).
As seen in Definitions 3 and 4, AML has a powerset semantics where patterns evaluate to sets. In particular,
application ϕ1ϕ2 and constant symbols are interpreted as relations. In the following, we show that it is easy to “recover”
the classic functional semantics of application and constants.
Proposition 9. Let σ be any constant symbol. We define the following two axioms:
(Functional Constant) ∃z .σ = z (Functional Application) ∃z . xy = z
Then, for any model M satisfying (Functional Constant), σM is a singleton set, and for any model M satisfying
(Functional Application), its application is a function, i.e., |a • b| = 1 for all a, b ∈ M.
To avoid writing such functional axioms repeatedly, we simply say σ is a functional constant to mean that we
automatically assume the axiom (Functional Constant) for σ.
As an example, we show that applicative structures [1, Definition 5.1.1] and their special instances, combina-
tory algebras [52, 16], can be axiomatically defined in AML. Combinatory algebras are of particular importance
in the study of the foundation of mathematics and computation, because they yield an equivalent formalization of
λ-calculus [51]. We will study λ-calculus and its AML definition in Section 8. Here, we only discuss applicative
structures and combinatory algebras, as they are simple, yet interesting AML examples.
Definition 10 ([1, Definition 5.1.1, Definition 5.1.7]). An applicative structure is a pair (A, •A ) containing a nonempty
set A and a binary function •A : A × A → A called application. The structure A is a combinatory algebra if there are
two distinguished elements k, s ∈ A such that k •A a •A b = a and s •A a •A b •A c = a •A b •A (a •A c), for all a, b, c ∈ A.
Proposition 11. Any AML model satisfying (Functional Application) is an applicative structure. Additionally, if the
AML theory includes two functional constants k, s ∈ Σ satisfying the axioms kxy = x and sxyz = xy(xz), then its
models are combinatory algebras.
2.3 Applicative matching logic proof system
Here we present the proof system of AML. We first define application contexts.
Definition 12. An application context C is a pattern with a distinguished placeholder variable  such that the path
from the root of C to  has only applications. We write “C[ϕ] ≡ C[ϕ/]”.
We show a Hilbert-style proof system of AML in Fig. 3. The proof system is obtained by instantiating the proof
system of MmL given in [10, Fig. 1] over the signature of AML, i.e., the signature containing one sort, one binary
symbol, and some constants. We denote the corresponding provability relation as Γ ` ϕ, which means that ϕ can be
proved by the proof system with patterns in Γ taken as additional axioms. We abbreviate ∅ ` ϕ as ` ϕ.
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(Propositional Tautology) ϕ if ϕ is a propositional tautology over patterns
(Modus Ponens)
ϕ1 ϕ1 → ϕ2
ϕ2
(∃-Quantifier) ϕ[y/x]→ ∃x .ϕ
(∃-Generalization)
ϕ1 → ϕ2 if x < FV(ϕ2)(∃x.ϕ1)→ ϕ2
(Propagation⊥) C[⊥]→ ⊥
(Propagation∨) C[ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2]→ C[ϕ1] ∨C[ϕ2]
(Propagation∃) C[∃x .ϕ]→ ∃x .C[ϕ] if x < FV(C)
(Framing)
ϕ1 → ϕ2
C[ϕ1]→ C[ϕ2]
(Set Variable Substitution)
ϕ
ϕ[ψ/X]
(Pre-Fixpoint) ϕ[µX . ϕ/X]→ µX . ϕ
(Knaster-Tarski)
ϕ[ψ/X]→ ψ
µX . ϕ→ ψ
(Existence) ∃x . x
(Singleton) ¬ (C1[x ∧ ϕ] ∧C2[x ∧ ¬ϕ])
Figure 3: The Hilbert-style proof system of AML (where C, C1 and C2 are application contexts)
The proof rules in Fig. 3 can be divided into four categories. The first category contains the first four rules that
provide complete FOL reasoning [55]. The second category contains four rules that provide frame reasoning over
application contexts. The third category contains three rules that provide standard fixpoint reasoning as in modal
µ-logic [32]. Finally, the last two technical rules are needed for certain completeness results [10].
The following proposition shows that equational reasoning is also sound in AML for theories that contain defined-
ness, with which equality is defined as a derived construct (see Definition 7).
Proposition 13. For all theories Γ with definedness, the following hold:
Γ ` ϕ = ϕ Γ ` ϕ1 = ϕ2 and Γ ` ϕ2 = ϕ3 implies Γ ` ϕ1 = ϕ3
Γ ` ϕ1 = ϕ2 implies Γ ` ϕ2 = ϕ2 Γ ` ϕ1 = ϕ2 implies Γ ` ψ[ϕ1/x] = ψ[ϕ2/x].
In conclusion, FOL reasoning, frame reasoning, fixpoint reasoning, and equational reasoning (for theories with
definedness) are all available in AML. The following soundness theorem shows that all the above reasoning implies
semantic validity in the models.
Theorem 14 (Soundness Theorem). Γ ` ϕ implies Γ  ϕ.
3 Instance: Many-sorted algebra
Here we show how to define many-sorted algebra (shortened as MSA) in AML. At a high level, we define for every
sort s in MSA a corresponding constant in AML, also denoted s, which represents the sort name. Then we define
a special constant ~ , called inhabitant set, which can be applied to s and the result ~  s, written ~s, is a pattern
matched by precisely all elements of sort s. In other words, ~s denotes the inhabitant set of s. We will use the same
method to define order-sorted algebra in Section 6 and other more complex sort/type structures in Section 7.
Definition 15 ([38, Definition 1]). A many-sorted signature is a pair (S ,Σ) with a nonempty sort set S and an (S ∗×S )-
indexed set Σ = {Σs1...sn,s}s1,...,sn,s∈S of many-sorted functions. We write f : s1 × · · · × sn → s to mean that f ∈ Σs1...sn,s.
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An (S ,Σ)-MSA is a pair M = ({Ms}s∈S , { fM} f∈Σ), consisting of a nonemptyset carrier set Ms for each s ∈ S and a (total
function) interpretation fA : Ms1 × · · · × Msn → Ms for each f ∈ Σs1...sn,s.
Now we define an AML theory ΓMSA that faithfully captures (S ,Σ)-MSA. We follow the classic sort-as-predicate
paradigm (see, e.g., [14, Section 5]), but thanks to the powerset semantics of AML (Definition 4), our definition ΓMSA
is more succinct.
For each sort s ∈ S , we define a corresponding functional constant s representing its name. By abuse of language,
the constant s is also called a sort in AML. The key ingredient is the inhabitant set constant ~ . The pattern ~s
denotes the inhabitant set of s. For example, ~Nat is all natural numbers, ~List is all finite lists, and ~Cfg is all
program configurations. Strictly speaking, ~  can be applied to any patterns, including meaningless ones that do not
represent sorts.
Properties about sorts can be specified as patterns. For example, x ∈ ~s checks if x is in the inhabitant set of s,
i.e., if x has sort s. Similarly, ϕ ⊆ ~s checks if all elements matching ϕ have sort s. In MSA, all sorts have nonempty
carrier sets. This can be captured by the following axiom:
(Nonempty Sort) ~s , ⊥
For each many-sorted function f ∈ Σs1...sn,s, we define a corresponding constant f and use the application pattern
f x1 . . . xn to capture the term f (x1, . . . , xn) in MSA. We define the following axiom to specify that f is indeed a
function from s1, . . . , sn to s:
(Function) x1 ∈ ~s1 ∧ · · · ∧ xn ∈ ~sn→ ∃y . y ∈ ~s ∧ f x1 · · · xn = y
We introduce the functional notation f : s1 × · · · × sn → s to mean that we automatically assume the axiom (Function)
for f . Finally, we let ΓMSA be the theory that contains all the above axioms.
In the following, we connect the AML models of ΓMSA with MSA. Note that AML models make no distinction
among elements, sorts, and functions, so they contain not only elements of MSA, but also their sorts and the many-
sorted functions. To compare with MSA, we need to first restrict AML models over the many-sorted signature (S ,Σ).
This is formalized below.
Definition 16. Let (M, • , {σM}σ∈ΣMSA ) be an AML model with M  ΓMSA. Its restricted model w.r.t. (S ,Σ) is an MSA
Mr = ({Mrs}s∈S , { fMr } f∈Σ) that consists of:
• a carrier set Mrs = ~sMM for every s ∈ S , where we write ~AM ≡ ~ M • A for all A ⊆ M;
• an interpretation fMr : Mrs1 × · · · × Mrsn → Mrs for every f ∈ Σs1...sn,s, defined such that { fMr (a1, . . . , an)} =
fMa1 · · · an for all a1 ∈ Mrs1 , . . . , an ∈ Mrsn .
Note that Mr as given above is a well-defined (S ,Σ)-MSA. Its carrier set Mrs is nonempty because of the (Nonempty
Sort) axiom. The interpretation fMr is a function because of the (Function) axiom, which forces fM to return singletons
on all arguments of appropriate sorts.
Theorem 17. (S ,Σ)-MSA are exactly the restricted ΓMSA-models w.r.t. (S ,Σ).
Sometimes, it is convenient to define a new constant Sort to represent the sort set, containing all sorts. This is
especially true when we encounter more complex sort/type structures, like in Sections 6 and 7. In MSA, sorts are
isolated, so we only need the following axiom for each s ∈ S :
(Sort) s ∈ Sort
to specify that s is a sort. If S is finite, we may instead use only one axiom Sort =
∨
s∈S s to define precisely Sort,
but it is not possible when S is infinite. Axiom (Sort) yields more modular and extensible theories. In practice, a
theory is often an aggregation of many sub-theories (e.g., the theory of program configurations contains the theories
of numbers, lists, heaps, etc.). Then, every sub-theory can define its own sorts separately, making the entire theory
more modular. It is also more extensible. For example, adding a new sort s∗ < S only needs to add one more axiom
s∗ ∈ Sort, without modifying other axioms. On the other hand, the axiom Sort = ∨s∈S s summarizes all sorts at once,
making it easy to look up a sort, but it is less modular, and adding new sorts requires changing the axiom itself. Both
styles have their advantages and we will use both in this paper.
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3.1 Example: natural numbers (without induction)
As an example, we define an AML theory ΓNAT0 that captures natural numbers. Here we do not consider the inductive
principle of natural numbers, which will be handled in Section 5.
Let Sort be a constant, representing the sort set. Let Nat be a sort, defined by axiom Nat ∈ Sort. We define the
following self-explanatory many-sorted functions about natural numbers:
0 :→ Nat succ : Nat → Nat plus : Nat × Nat → Nat mult : Nat × Nat → Nat
These functions can be axiomatized in the usual way. For example, the following axiom specifies that any natural
number plus zero equals itself:
∀x . x ∈ ~Nat→ plus x 0 = x.
Note the condition x ∈ ~Nat cannot be omitted. Recall that in AML, models make no distinction between elements,
sorts, and functions. Without x ∈ ~Nat, the (wrong) axiom plus x 0 = x specifies more cases than needed, including
those when x is not a natural number. For example, it implies plus plus 0 = plus, which is meaningless. In practice,
we often need such sorted quantification, so we introduce them as derived constructs, where the notation is borrowed
from many-sorted FOL:
∃x : s .ϕ ≡ ∃x . x ∈ ~s ∧ ϕ ∀x : s .ϕ ≡ ∀x . x ∈ ~s→ ϕ
The following proposition shows that sorted ∃/∀-quantification are dual to each other, as expected.
Proposition 18. Under the above notations, ` ∀x : s .ϕ = ¬∃x : s .¬ϕ and ` ∃x : s .ϕ = ¬∀x : s .¬ϕ.
Using sorted quantification, we can rewrite the above axiom about plus more compactly as:
∀x :Nat .plus x 0 = x
We omit the other usual axioms that define zero, succ, plus, and mult and denote the resulting theory as ΓNAT0. Of
course, ΓNAT0 is by no means a complete axiomatization. In particular, it does not specify the inductive principle of
natural numbers. We will complete it in Section 5.
4 Instance: Matching µ-Logic
Here we show how to define matching µ-logic (MmL) [10] in AML, exiling some details to Appendix D. MmL is a
many-sorted FOL variant that makes no distinction between function and predicate symbols, uniformly using them to
build patterns extended with direct support for least fixpoints. MmL patterns are indexed by sorts, and MmL models
are a variant of many-sorted FOL models where all symbols are interpreted as relations of appropriate sort arity.
Definition 19 ([10, Definitions 17,19]). A matching µ-logic signature is a triple (S ,V,Σ) with a many-sorted signature
(S ,Σ) and V = EV∪SV , a disjoint union of two sets of sorted variables, where EV = {EV s}s∈S contains sorted element
variables x : s, y : s, . . . and SV = {SV s}s∈S contains sorted set variables X : s,Y : s, . . . . (S ,V,Σ)-patterns are defined for
all s, s′ ∈ S as follows:
ϕs F x : s | X : s | σ(ϕs1 , . . . , ϕsn ) where σ ∈ Σs1...sn,s | ϕs ∧ ϕ′s | ¬ϕs | ∃x : s′ .ϕs | µX : s .ϕs
where µX : s .ϕs requires all free occurrences of X : s are under an even number of negations in ϕs. The notions of
substitution, α-renaming, etc., are defined as usual. An (S ,V,Σ)-model is a pair M = ({Ms}s∈S , {σM}σ∈Σ), consisting
of a nonempty carrier set Ms for every s ∈ S and an interpretation σM : Ms1 × · · · × Msn → P(Ms) for every σ ∈
Σs1...sn,s. We extend σM to its pointwise extension, σM : P(Ms1 )× · · · × P(Msn )→ P(Ms), defined as σM(A1, . . . , An) =⋃
ai∈Ai,1≤i≤n σ(a1, . . . , an) for Ai ⊆ Msi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. An M-valuation ρ : V → M ∪ P(M) is one such that ρ(x : s) ∈ Ms
and ρ(X : s) ⊆ Ms for all x : s, X : s ∈ V . Its extension ρ¯ interprets (S ,V,Σ)-patterns to sets as follows:
ρ¯(x : s) = {ρ(x : s)} ρ¯(σ(ϕs1 , . . . , ϕsn )) = σM(ρ¯(ϕs1 ), . . . , ρ¯(ϕsn )) for all σ ∈ Σs1...sn,s
ρ¯(X : s) = ρ(X : s) ρ¯(ϕs ∧ ϕ′s) = ρ¯(ϕs) ∩ ρ¯(ϕ′s) ρ¯(∃x : s′ .ϕs) =
⋃
a∈Ms′ ρ[a/x : s′](ϕs)
ρ¯(¬ϕs) = M \ ρ¯(ϕs) ρ¯(µX : s .ϕs) = µF ρϕ,X : s with F ρϕ,X : s(A) = ρ[A/X : s](ϕ) for A ⊆ Ms
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We write M MmL ϕs iff ρ¯(ϕ) = Ms for all ρ, and if Ω is an (S ,V,Σ)-theory then we write Ω MmL ϕs iff M MmL ϕs for
all MmL models with M MmL Ω.
Now we define the AML theory ΓMmL that captures the (S ,V,Σ)-models of MmL. As in Section 3, we define for
each sort s ∈ S a corresponding functional constant and use the axiom ~s , ⊥ to specify that its inhabitant set is
nonempty. For every σ ∈ Σs1...sn,s, we define a corresponding constant and use the following axiom to specify its arity:
(Arity) σ ~s1 . . . ~sn ⊆ ~s
Intuitively, (Arity) says that if σ is applied to arguments of appropriate sorts, then the result, which can be any set
instead of a singleton, is included in the inhabitant set of s. Note that (Arity) is weaker than (Function) in Section 3,
as the latter requires additionally that σ produces singletons.
Let ΓMmL contain all the above definitions and axioms.
Definition 20. Let (M, • , {σM}σ∈ΣMSA ) be an AML model with M  ΓAML. Its restricted model w.r.t. (S ,V,Σ)1 is an
(S ,V,Σ)-model of MmL, written Mr = ({Mrs}s∈S , {σMr }s∈S ), that consists of:
• a carrier set Mrs = ~sMM for s ∈ S ;
• an interpretation σMr (a1, . . . , an) = σMa1 · · · an for σ ∈ Σs1...sn,s, a1 ∈ Mrs1 , . . . , an ∈ Mrsn .
Theorem 21. (S ,V,Σ)-models of MmL are exactly the restricted ΓMmL-models w.r.t. (S ,V,Σ).
In the following, we show how to translate any MmL pattern ϕ to a semantically equivalent AML pattern, written
ϕAML. We assume w.l.o.g. that for each x : s ∈ EV (resp. X : s ∈ SV), there is a corresponding xs ∈ EVar (resp.
Xs ∈ SVar), where s is simply a decoration. We define ϕAML as:
(x : s)AML ≡ xs (X : s)AML ≡ Xs (ϕs ∧ ϕ′s)AML ≡ ϕAMLs ∧ ϕ′sAML (¬ϕs)AML ≡ ¬sϕAMLs
(σ(ϕs1 , . . . , ϕsn ))
AML ≡ σϕAMLs1 · · ·ϕAMLsn ∃x : s .ϕs ≡ ∃xs : s .ϕAMLs µX : s .ϕs ≡ µXs .ϕAMLs
where ¬sϕAMLs ≡¬ϕAMLs ∧ ~s, called sorted negation, guarantees that MmL pattern sorts are preserved when translated
to AML. Finally, we define ϕVALIDs ≡ ψ → (ϕAMLs = ~s) to specify that ϕs is valid (as an MmL pattern), where
ψ ≡ ∧xs′∈FV(ϕAMLs ) xs′ ∈ ~s′ ∧∧Xs′∈FV(ϕAMLs ) Xs′ ⊆ ~s′ specifies that all variables are of the decorated sorts. If Ω is an
(S ,V,Σ)-theory, let ΩVALID be ΓMmL ∪ {ϕVALID | ϕ ∈ Ω}.
Theorem 22. Under the notations of Definition 20 and the above MmL-to-AML translation, any Mr-valuation ρ
of MmL derives an M-valuation ρAML of AML, with ρAML(xs) = ρ(x : s) and ρAML(Xs) = ρ(X : s). Furthermore,
ρAML(ϕAMLs ) = ρ¯(ϕs) for all ρ; and Ω
VALID |= ϕVALIDs iff Ω |=MmL ϕs for all Ω.
5 Instance: Constructors and term algebras
Constructors are extensively used in building programs and data, as well as semantic structures to define and reason
about languages and programs. They generate term algebras, whose elements are terms and functions are constructors
that build terms. In the broader context of defining formal semantics of languages, term algebras, as a special case of
initial algebras, play an important role and have led to many applications and tools (see [23] for more on initial algebra
semantics; for OSA-based tools, see OBJ [24] and Maude [13]). In this section, we show how to define constructors
and term algebras in AML; in particular, we use the least fixpoint µ-binder to define axioms that support inductive
reasoning in term algebras.
Let us fix a many-sorted signature ({Term},C) with one sort Term and a set C of functions, called constructors,
where at least one of them is a constant. The same technique applies to multiple sorts. We use c, d, . . . to denote
constructors. The set of C-terms, denoted as TCTerm, is defined as follows:
terms t F c ∈ C,Term “constant terms” | c(t1, . . . , tn) for c ∈ CTerm ...Term,Term “compound terms”
A C-term algebra is a ({Term},C)-MSA TC = (TCTerm, {cTC }c∈C), with TCTerm as carrier set and interpretations cTC : TCTerm×· · · × TCTerm → TCTerm for c ∈ CTerm...Term,Term, s.t. cTC (t1, . . . , tn) = c(t1, . . . , tn).
1We use (S ,V,Σ) to distinguish from the restricted model for MSA in Definition 16; technically speaking, V is not needed.
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Now we define an AML theory ΓTERM that faithfully captures the term algebra TC . Since TC is a MSA, we let
ΓTERM contain all axioms for MSA as in Section 3. Then, we specify that (1) all constructors are injective functions;
and (2) the inhabitant set of Term is precisely TCTerm, as below:
(No Confusion I, for all dinstinct c, d ∈ C)
∀x1 :Term · · · ∀xn :Term .∀y1 :Term · · · ∀yn :Term .cx1 · · · xn , dy1 · · · ym
(No Confusion II, for all c ∈ C)
∀x1 :Term · · · ∀xn :Term .∀x′1 :Term · · · ∀x′n :Term .cx1 · · · xn = cx′1 · · · x′n → x1 = x′1 ∧ · · · ∧ xn = x′n
(Inductive Domain) ~Term = µD .
∨
c∈C cD · · ·D // as many D’s as the arity of c
Intuitively, (No Confusion I) says different constructors build different terms; (No Confusion II) says that constructors
are injective functions; (Inductive Domain) forces that ~Term is the smallest set closed under all constructors, yielding
exactly TCTerm, as shown in the following proposition.
Proposition 23. If M  ΓTERM then the restricted model Mr w.r.t. ({Term},C) is isomorphic to TC .
The proof follows from the proof of [10, Proposition 22], which there was done for the more general context
of matching µ-logic. Note that AML can define term algebras up-to-isomorphism, and not only up-to-elementary-
equivalence as with FOL [34].
5.1 Example: Natural numbers (with induction)
We continue the definition of natural numbers in Section 3.1, by extending ΓNAT0 with the above constructor axioms
for zero and succ. As an example, (Inductive Domain) takes the form:
(Inductive Domain) ~Nat = µD .zero ∨ succ D
We denote the resulting theory as ΓNAT.
Now we show that the Peano induction axiom of the (first-order) Peano arithmetic [37, 45] can be proved as a
theorem in ΓNAT, using the proof system of AML. Recall that Peano arithmetic is a FOL theory of natural numbers
with addition and multiplication, where formulas are built from equalities and FOL connectives. Since both equalities
and FOL connectives are subsumed in AML notationally, Peano arithmetic formulas are well-formed AML patterns.
Here we show the Peano induction axiom, where ϕ(x) is a FOL formula with a distinguished variable x:
(Peano Induction) ϕ(0) ∧ (∀y .ϕ(y)→ ϕ(succ(y)))→ ∀x .ϕ(x)
Note that the above is an axiom schema, defined for each ϕ(x), due to the limitation of FOL, which has no
variables that range over sets/predicates. In AML, however, we can use set variables to range over all sets (without
quantification) and replace the schema with one axiom:
Proposition 24. ΓNAT ` zero ∈ X ∧ (∀y :Nat .y ∈ X → succ y ∈ X)→ ∀x :Nat . x ∈ X.
Intuitively, a set X that contains zero and is closed under succ contains all natural numbers. Note that all instances
of (Peano Induction) can be proved as theorems from this proposition, by letting Ψ ≡ ∃z :Nat .z ∧ ϕ(z) be the pattern
matched by exactly all natural numbers z such that ϕ(z) holds. By standard AML reasoning, we can prove that
(x ∈ Ψ) = ϕ(x). Then we can reduce (Peano Induction) to the proposition by applying (Set Variable Substitution) in
Fig. 3.
6 Instance: Order-sorted algebra
Here we show how to define order-sorted algebra (shortened as OSA) in AML. OSA extends MSA with a partial
ordering on sorts, called subsort relation forces a corresponding subset relation on the carrier sets. In addition, OSA
allows overloaded functions with different arities.2
2There are many OSA variants. Here we consider overloaded-OSA, as defined in [38], for concreteness, but the same techniques can be applied
to other variants.
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Definition 25 ([38, Definition 1]). An order-sorted signature is a triple (S ,≤,Σ) with a nonempty sort set S , a subsort
relation ≤ ⊆ S × S , and an (S ∗ × S )-indexed set Σ = {Σs1...sn,s}s1,...,sn,s∈S of order-sorted functions, whose elements are
denoted f s1...sn,s ∈ Σs1...sn,s. We assume the monotonicity condition: if f s1...sn,s ∈ Σs1...sn,s and f s′1...s′n,s′ ∈ Σs′1...s′n,s′ with
s1 ≤ s′1, . . . , sn ≤ s′n called subsort overloading, then s ≤ s′. For simplicity, we only consider subsort overloading. An
(S ,≤,Σ)-OSA is a pair M = ({Ms}s∈S , { f s1...sn,sM } f s1 ...sn ,s∈Σ) that consists of:
• a nonempty carrier set Ms for each sort s ∈ S with Ms ⊆ Ms′ for all s ≤ s′;
• an interpretation f s1...sn,sM : Ms1 × · · · × Msn → Ms for each f ∈ Σs1...sn,s with f s1...sn,sM = f
s′1...s
′
n,s
′
M Ms1×···×Msn for all
s1 ≤ s′1, . . . , sn ≤ s′n, where “” denotes function restriction.
Now we define an AML theory ΓOSA that faithfully captures OSA. Compared with MSA, we just need to handle
the subsort relation and the overloaded functions. For the former, we define:
(Subsort) ~s ⊆ ~s′ for all sorts s, s′ ∈ S with s ≤ s′.
which specifies that the inhabitant set of s is a subset of the inhabitant set of s′. For the overloaded functions, we
define a set of constants { f | f s1...sn,s ∈ Σ} and use one AML constant f to represent all its overloaded copies in OSA.
Then, we can specify that f is indeed a function of the appropriate arity as we do for MSA, but now every f can have
multiple axioms, one for each of its overloaded copies. Specifically speaking, we define the following axiom for every
f s1...sn,s ∈ Σs1...sn,s (note that we use the sorted quantification notation defined in Section 3.1):
(Function) ∀x1 : s1 . . .∀xn : sn .∃y : s . f x1 · · · xn = y
By abuse of notation, we also write f : s1 × · · · × sn → s to mean the above (Function) axiom for f .
Let ΓOSA be the theory containing all the above axioms. Now we connect AML models of ΓOSA with OSA. As in
MSA, we need to first restrict the AML models, as formalized below:
Definition 26. Let (M, • , {σM}σ∈ΣOSA ) be an AML model with M  ΓOSA. Its restricted model w.r.t. (S ,≤,Σ) is an
OSA Mr = ({Mrs}s∈S , { f s1...sn,sMr } f s1 ...sn ,s∈Σ) that consists of:
• a carrier set Mrs = ~sMM for every s ∈ S ;
• an interpretation f s1...sn,sMr : Mrs1 × · · · × Mrsn → Mrs, defined such that { f s1...sn,sMr (a1, . . . , an)} = fMa1 · · · an for all
a1 ∈ Mrs1 , . . . , an ∈ Mrsn .
Note that Mr as given above is a well-defined (S ,≤,Σ)-OSA. Its subset relation is enforced by (Subsort). The
subsort-overloaded functions f s1...sn,sMr and f
s′1...s
′
n,s
′
Mr coincide on their overlapped part, because they are both defined by
the same interpretation fM .
Theorem 27. (S ,≤,Σ)-OSA are exactly the restricted ΓOSA-models w.r.t. (S ,≤,Σ).
It is known (see, e.g., [22]) that OSA can be defined in (many-sorted) FOL, where the subsort relation is captured
by the coercion functions cs
′
s ∈ Σs,s′ for all s ≤ s′. Intuitively, cs′s denotes the embedding from sort s to sort s′. This
approach, however, is not practically useful, as noticed in [40, pp. 9]. We explain why by an example. Suppose there
are three sorts s ≤ s′ ≤ s′′, a constant a of sort s, and a function f ∈ Σs′′,s′′ . Then, the term f (x) has multiple parses
when translated to FOL, e.g.: f (cs
′′
s (a)) and f (c
s′′
s′ (c
s′
s (a))). This means that all tools for OSA based on FOL need to
do reasoning modulo the triangle property cs
′′
s (a) = c
s′′
s′ (c
s′
s (a)), which is inconvenient and causes huge overhead. In
contrast, ΓOSA is more succinct. Both the subsort relation and subsort overloading can be axiomatized, and no coercion
functions are needed.
7 Examples of More Complex Sort/Type Structures
Here we show, by examples, how to use the same method we used for MSA/OSA to define more complex sort/type
structures, such as parametric sorts, function sorts, and dependent sorts/types.
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7.1 Example of parametric sorts/types: Parametric lists
Let us extend ΓNAT, the theory of natural numbers given in Section 5.1, to ΓLIST, the theory of parametric lists. A
parametric list, denoted List s, is the sort of finite lists with elements of sort s. For example, List Nat is the lists
of natural numbers, List (List Nat) is the lists of lists of naturual numbers, etc. Therefore, we define a function
List : Sort → Sort, called sort constructor, which takes a sort s and produces the sort List s of lists parametric in s.
Standard list operations can be defined as functions (recall the notations given in Section 3.1, where ∀x : s .ϕ ≡ ∀x . x ∈
~s→ ϕ, etc.):
∀s :Sort .∃l′ :List s .nil = l′ ∀s :Sort .∀x : s .∀l :List s .∃l′ :List s .cons x l = l′
∀s :Sort .∀l1 :List s .∀l2 :List s .∃l′ :List s .append l1 l2 = l′
Note that the above axioms are similar to the (Function) axioms that define many-sorted functions (see Section 3),
but here s is a variable ranging over Sort, instead of a sort constant. For simplicity, we take the freedom to use our
function notation also under quantifiers, writing the above as:
∀s :Sort .nil :→ List s ∀s :Sort .cons : s × List s→ List s ∀s :Sort .append : List s × List s→ List s
As in term algebras, we can specify the set of lists as the smallest set closed under nil and cons:
(Inductive List) ∀s :Sort .~List s = µL .nil ∨ cons ~s L
Note that ~s denotes all elements of sort s. (Inductive List) supports inductive reasoning about lists. For example,
let us define a new sort Int and add axioms to specify that Nat is a subsort of Int:
(Sort) Int ∈ Sort (Subsort) ~Nat ⊆ ~Int.
Then we can prove the following; the proof is insightful, e.g., see the use of (Knaster-Tarski):
Proposition 28. Under the above notations and axioms, we have ` ~List Nat ⊆ ~List Int.
Proof. By (Inductive List), it suffices to prove ` (µL .nil ∨ cons ~Nat L) ⊆ ~List Int. By [11], we can replace “⊆”
with “→”: ` (µL .nil∨cons ~Nat L)→ ~List Int. By (Knaster Tarski), it suffices to prove ` nil∨cons ~Nat ~List Int→
~List Int. Since ` ~Nat ⊆ ~Int, by frame reasoning, we have ` cons ~Nat ~List Int→ cons ~Int ~List Int. Then
by FOL reasoning, it suffices to prove ` nil∨cons ~Int ~List Int→ ~List Int, which is proved by (Pre-Fixpoint). 
We let ΓLIST be the theory containing all the above axioms.
Note that the set of all parametric sorts also forms a term algebra, generated from the primitive sorts Nat and Int,
as well as the sort constructor List. This is specified as follows:
(Sorts) ~Sort = µS .Nat ∨ Int ∨ List S
Suppose that we want only lists of the primitive sorts Nat and Int, forbidding nested lists. This can be achieved by
replacing the above (Sorts) axiom with the following:
(No Nested Lists) ~Sort = Nat ∨ Int ∨ List Nat ∨ List Int
A more modular way is to introduce a new constant PrimitiveSort that contains all primitive sorts and let Sort contain
only PrimitiveSort and List PrimitiveSort:
PrimitiveSort = Nat ∨ Int Sort = PrimitiveSort ∨ List PrimitiveSort.
Note that nil is overloaded; that is, all lists have the same empty list. If we want nil to be also parametric, we can
replace the function definition nil :→ List s with the following axioms:
(Parametric Nil) ∀s :Sort .nil s ∈ ~List s (Functional Nil) ∀s :Sort ∃x :List s .nil s = x
The (Inductive List) axiom is modified accordingly as follows:
(Inductive List II) ∀s :Sort .~List s = µL .nil s ∨ cons ~s L // when nil is parametric in s
To sum up, there are no hard rules and AML gives us a lot of power and flexibility.
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7.2 Example of function sorts/types
Here we show how to define function sorts/types. Let Function : Sort × Sort → Sort be a sort constructor (like List
above); Function s s′ is the sort of all functions from s to s′, as specified below:
(Function Sort) ∀s :Sort .∀s′ :Sort .~Function s s′ = ∃ f . f ∧ ∀x : s .∃y : s′ . f x = y
Recall that ∃means set union (see Definition 4). Therefore, ~Function s s′ is matched by all f ’s such that ∀x : s∃y : s′ . f x =
y, i.e., f is a function from s to s′. For notational simplicity, we define
Function s1 · · · sn s ≡ Function s1 (Function s2 · · · (Function sn s) · · · )
As an example, we extend ΓLIST with two higher-order list operations: fold and map, which are common in func-
tional programming languages and can be straightforwardly defined as:
∀s :Sort .∀s′ :Sort . ∀s :Sort .∀s′ :Sort .
fold : Function s′ s s′ × s′ × List s→ s′ map : Function s s′ × List s→ List s′
∀ f :Function s′ s s′ .∀x : s′ . fold f x nil = x ∀g :Function s s′ .map g nil = nil
∀ f :Function s′ s s′ .∀x : s′ .∀y : s .∀l :List s . ∀g :Function s s′ .∀y : s .∀l :List s .
fold f x (cons y l) = fold f ( f xy) l map g (cons y l) = cons (g y) (map g l)
7.3 Example of dependent sorts/types: machine integers
We next define dependent sorts/types, which are like parametric sorts but they are parametric in elements, instead of
other sorts. This makes no big difference in AML, for it makes no distinction between elements, sorts, and operations,
all of which are defined uniformly by patterns. Therefore, the same method we use to define parametric sorts can also
be applied to define dependent sorts.
As an example, suppose we want to define a dependent sort MInt, called machine integers, such that MInt n for
n ≥ 1 is the sort of machine integers of size n, i.e., natural numbers less than 2n. For clarity, we define a new sort Size
for positive natural numbers and axiomatize MInt as follows:
~Size = succ ~Nat MInt : Size→ Sort ∀n :Size .~MInt n = ∃x :Nat . x ∧ x < pow2 n
where pow2 : Nat → Nat (power of 2) and < can be defined in the usual way.
We can define functions over machine integers, such as mplus and mmult, by defining their arities and then reusing
the addition plus and the multiplication mult over natural numbers:
∀n :Size .mplus : MInt n ×MInt n→ MInt (succ n)
∀n :Size .∀x :MInt n∀y :MInt n .mplus x y = plus x y
∀n :Size .∀m :Size .mmult : MInt n ×MInt m→ MInt (plus n m)
∀n :Size .∀m :Size .∀m :Size∀x :MInt n∀y :MInt m .mmult x y = mult x y
8 Instance: λ-calculus
Here we show how to faithfully define untyped λ-calculus [12] as a theory in AML. As a foundational theory about
computation, λ-calculus differs from other formalizations in that it regards functions as processes, going from argu-
ments to results [1]. It is also a higher-order calculus, where functions are first-class citizens that can be passed as
arguments as normal data. There are many variants and extensions of λ-calculus. Here we discuss the one where all
λ-terms are of the same sort/type, but will consider a typed extension of λ-calculus in Section 9.
Assume a set Var of variables x, y, . . . . The set of λ-terms, denoted Λ, is inductively defined as
λ-terms e F x ∈ Var | e1 e2 “λ-application” | λx .e “λ-abstraction”
Here, λ is a binder, just like ∃ in AML. The notions of free variables, capture-avoiding substitution, and α-equivalence
are defined as usual. In λ-calculus, we are interested in proving equations e1 = e2, for e1, e2 ∈ Λ, using the proof
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Γλ ` e1 = e2 =⇒1 Γλ  e1 = e2 =⇒2 M  e1 = e2 for all AML models M  Γλ
⇓3
`λ e1 = e2 ⇐=5 λ e1 = e2 ⇐=4 M λ e1 = e2 for all concrete ccc models M
Figure 4: A model-theoretic approach to proving completeness of Γλ
system of λ-calculus, which includes standard rules for equational reasoning and the following axiom (schema) that
specifies the result of function application:
(β) (λx .e) e′ = e[e′/x] for all x ∈ Var and e, e′ ∈ Λ
We write `λ e1 = e2 to mean that e1 = e2 can be proved in λ-calculus.
Our goal is to define an AML theory Γλ that faithfully captures λ-calculus. The theory Γλ should subsume all
λ-calculus syntax, especially the λ-binder, so that all λ-terms and their equations are well-formed patterns in Γλ. In
addition, we prove the following conservative extension result:
Γλ ` e1 = e2 completeness− ==========−
soundness
`λ e1 = e2 for all e1, e2 ∈ Λ
This result says that we can safely reduce λ-calculus reasoning to AML reasoning, without worrying that we prove
fewer or more equations after the reduction than before it. Specifically, the soundness means that all provable equations
in λ-calculus can also be proved in Γλ, while the completeness says that no more equations can be proved. Note that
both directions consider only the equations between λ-terms, i.e., patterns of the form e1 = e2, instead of arbitrary
AML patterns.
The rest of the section is organized as follows. We discuss the main challenges in defining Γλ in Section 8.1,
review the semantics of λ-calculus in Section 8.2, give preparing definitions in Section 8.3, and finally define Γλ in
Section 8.4. The conservative extension is proved as Theorem 35.
8.1 Main challenges of defining λ-calculus as a theory
There are two main challenges. Firstly, we need to define λ’s binding behavior. The key observation is that λ plays
two important roles at the same time: (1) it builds a term and (2) it builds a binding of its first argument into its second.
Fortunately, AML allows us to separate these two roles, where we define terms as in MSA/OSA and we define the
binding using AML’s built-in ∃-binder.
The second challenge is to prove the conservative extension. The soundness proof is easy. Since λ-calculus reason-
ing is just normal equational reasoning plus (β), we just need to let Γλ contain all instances of (β). The completeness
proof is more involved. Indeed, AML has a richer syntax and a more complex proof system than λ-calculus, but we
need to prove that this extra infrastructure cannot be used to prove more equations in AML than in λ-calculus.
We prove the completeness following a model-theoretic approach, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Here, we consider a
special class of λ-calculus models, called concrete ccc models [1, Definition 5.5.9], which are given as the reflexive
objects of a concrete cartesian closed category. Specifically, we use two important facts about concrete ccc models.
Firstly, they are special instances of the AML models of Γλ, which is the major requirement to satisfy when defining
Γλ. Secondly, they are complete for λ-calculus, i.e., every valid equation is provable, where an equation is valid iff it
holds in all concrete ccc models.3 These facts are used in Steps 3 and 5 in Fig. 4, respectively.
It is known that λ-calculus is equivalent to combinatory algebras [1, Theorem 7.3.10]. In particular, λx .e can be
simulated by k and s, the two distinguished constants in combinatory algebra (see Definition 10). Since combinatory
algebra can be defined in AML, we could simply define λ-calculus by firstly translating it to combinatory algebra and
then define the latter. We did not choose this approach. Instead, we define λ-calculus directly, without any translation.
This is because we want to understand how to deal with binding in general. Many programming languages have lan-
guage constructs that create bindings, and it is not practical to develop a translation for each of these languages’ binders
to some other languages without binder, not to mention proving the translation correct. Therefore, it is necessary for
language frameworks (such as K) to have a general and uniform method for dealing with binding constructs.
3In literature about λ-calculus, completeness of a class of models often means representability completeness [5, Definition 2(iii)], i.e., there
exists a model whose valid equations are exactly those provable in λ-calculus. Here we use completeness in a different, more FOL way, where we
consider equations holding in not one model, but all models.
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Different models of λ-calculus
We give a brief summary of models of λ-calculus and discuss why we choose to use the concrete ccc models for
proving the completeness of our axiomatization Γλ.
There are mainly three types of models (called semantic notions; see [35] for a survey). Firstly, there are λ-
models [1, Section 5.2], which are combinatory algebras that provide coherent interpretations of all λ-terms. Secondly,
there are categorical models [1, Section 5.5], which are given as the reflexive objects of cartesian closed categories
(shortened as ccc), where λ-terms are interpreted as morphisms. Thirdly, there are Hindley-Longo models [29], which
form an alternative presentation of λ-models and interpret λ-terms directly, without translating them to combinatory
terms. The concrete ccc models used in this paper are categorical models with strictly concrete categories [1, Defini-
tion 5.5.8].
We choose concrete ccc models because they have a non-categorical set-theoretic presentation [4] that fits well with
the powerset semantics of AML. In concrete ccc models, the interpretation of a λ-term is inductively defined from the
interpretation of its sub-terms, so it is more natural to turn concrete ccc models into AML models, which is important
in proving the completeness, as discussed in Section 8.1. In contrast, both λ-models and Hindley-Longo models
interpret λ-terms all at the same time, with some side conditions satisfied. For example, in Hindley-Longo models, the
interpretation of λx .e under valuation ρ, written |λx .e|ρ, is some unspecified element such that |λx .e|ρ • a = |e|ρ[a/x] for
all elements a, while in concrete ccc models, it is explicitly defined as |λx .e|ρ = G( f ρe,x), where f ρe,x(a) = |e|ρ[a/x] for all
a and G is the retraction function that encodes functions into elements. Therefore, it is more natural to turn concrete
ccc models into AML models, because we can have an explicit, constructive interpretation of λx .e.
8.2 Concrete ccc models of λ-calculus
Definition 29 ([4, Definition 57]). Given an applicative structure (M, • ), its set of representable functions is given
as R(M) = { f : M → M | f (x) = a • x for an a ∈ M}. A pre-model (of λ-calculus) is a triple (M, • ,G), where the
retraction function G : R(M) → M satisfies A ◦ G = idR(M) with A : M → R(M) defined as A(a)(x) = a • x. Given
ρ : Var→ M, we define |e|ρ as follows:
|x|ρ = ρ(x) |e1e2|ρ = |e1|ρ|e2|ρ |λx .e|ρ = G( f ρe,x) where f ρe,x(a) = |e|ρ[a/x] for a ∈ M
M is a concrete ccc model iff f ρe,x ∈ R(M) for all e and ρ, which implies that M interprets all λ-terms. We write
M λ e1 = e2 iff |e1|ρ = |e2|ρ for all ρ, and λ e1 = e2 iff M λ e1 = e2 for all M.
The following lemma is the key result for proving our completeness (i.e., Step 5 in Fig. 4).
Lemma 30 ([31]). λ e1 = e2 implies `λ e1 = e2.
8.3 Pairs, sets and powersets
As discussed in Section 8.1, one major challenge in defining λ-calculus is to deal with λ-bindings. Recall the interpre-
tation of λx .e in concrete ccc models (Definition 29), namely |λx .e|ρ = G( f ρe,x). To define it, we need to define (1) the
retraction function G; and (2) the function f ρe,x. Notice that G is one fixed function given directly by the model, while
f ρe,x is defined constructively from the interpretation of e. We can define G by a constant G, as we define MSA/OSA
functions, but we cannot do that for f ρe,x. We need to construct its definition from e, and that is the real challenge.
Our solution is to define f ρe,x by specifying its graph, which is a set of pairs defined as:
graph( f ρe,x) = {(a, f ρe,x(a)) | a ∈ M} = {(a, |e|ρ[a/x]) | a ∈ M}
Therefore, we need to define both pairs and sets, which we do below.
Note that the notions defined in this section are useful to have in general, not only for λ-calculus.
8.3.1 Defining pairs
Here we define, axiomatically, pairing sorts and constructs:
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Definition 31. For any sort s, the product sort of s is a new sort denoted as s2. We define paring as a function
〈 , 〉 : s × s→ s2, write 〈 , 〉 ϕ1 ϕ2 as 〈ϕ1, ϕ2〉, and define the following axioms:
(Product Set) ~s2 = ∃x : s .∃y : s .〈x, y〉
(Injectivity) ∀x1 : s .∀y1 : s .∀x2 : s .∀y2 : s .〈x1, y1〉 = 〈x2, y2〉 → x1 = x2 ∧ y1 = y2
Intuitively, 〈x, y〉 denotes the pair (x, y). The (Product Set) axiom specifies that the inhabitant set of s2 is precisely
the product of the inhabitant sets of s, as shown in the following proposition.
Proposition 32. For all models M satisfying the axioms in Definition 31, ~s2M  ~s2M .
8.3.2 Defining sets and powersets
AML has a builtin powerset semantics, where a pattern ϕ is matched by a set X of elements. Here we show how to
turn ϕ into another pattern, denoted int ϕ, which is matched by exactly one element in the powerset: the set X. This
helps us to turn graphs such as graph( f ρe,x) into elements, so that we can apply the retraction G on them. Using the
language of set theory, we call int ϕ the intension of ϕ, but firstly, we define its reverse ext ϕ, called extension.
Definition 33. For any sort s, the power sort of s is a new sort, written 2s, whose element variables are written α, β, . . . .
We define a constant ext, called extension, and define the following axioms:
(Arity) ∀α :2s .ext α ⊆ ~s (Powerset) X ⊆ ~s→ ∃α :2s .ext α = X
(Extensionality) ∀α :2s .∀β :2s .ext α = ext β→ α = β
Intuitively, the inhabitant set of 2s is the powerset of the inhabitant set of s. In other words, elements of sort 2s are
sets of elements of sort s, so α and β are effectively ranging over sets (of elements of sort s). The pattern ext α has
sort s and is matched by all elements in the unique set that matches α (recall that α is an element variable of sort 2s);
so semantically, ext is interpreted as the identity function over the powerset of the inhabitant set of s, but syntactically,
we need it to connect s and 2s. The axiom (Arity) specifies the arity of ext. The axiom (Powerset) says that for all
sets X of elements of sort s, there is some element α such that the extension of α is X. Therefore, the inhabitant set
of 2s is at least as large as the powerset of the inhabitant set of s. The last axiom (Extensionality) says that two sets
α and β are equal if their extensions are equal, making the inhabitant set of 2s exactly the same as the powerset of the
inhabitant set of s, as shown below.
Proposition 34. For all models M satisfying the axioms in Definition 33, ~2sM  P(~sM).
Note that we did not use the least fixpoint µ-binder in the above axioms, and yet we capture precisely powersets.
Also, we did use a set variable X in (Power Set) to range over all possible sets of elements of sort s. Note that we
can not write ∀X, because ∀ binds only element variables, but we can let X be free, and free variables in axioms are
implicitly universally quantified, by Definition 4.
Finally, we define the inverse of extension, called intension, as the following syntactic sugar:
int ϕ ≡ ∃α.α ∧ ext α = ϕ
Suppose ϕ is a pattern of sort s. The pattern int ϕ, which has sort 2s, is matched by the unique α such that ext α = ϕ,
where the uniqueness is guaranteed by (Extensionality).
8.4 Defining λ-calculus in applicative matching logic
Now we are ready to define the AML theory Γλ that faithfully captures λ-calculus. Firstly, we define three sorts: Term
as the sort of λ-terms; Pair ≡ Term2 as the product sort of Term; and Graph ≡ 2Pair as the power sort of Pair. Next,
we define G : Graph ⇀ Term to be a partial function as follows:
(Partial Function) ∀g :Graph . G g = ⊥ ∨ ∃t :Term .G g = t
Next, we take all λ-calculus variables as element variables of Γλ and define λ-application as the built-in AML applica-
tion. Next, we define λ-abstraction as syntactic sugar:
λx .e ≡ G (int ∃x :Term .〈x, e〉)
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Intuitively, ∃x :Term .〈x, e〉 is the union of all pairs 〈x, e〉 for all valuations of x; in other words, it is the graph of the
function given by e, i.e., f ρe,x (Definition 29). Then, int takes the graph as a set and returns itself as an element in the
powerset, which is then passed to G that defines the retraction function G. Finally we let Γλ contain all the above
axioms/notations, plus all instances of (β).
Theorem 35. `λ e1 = e2 iff Γλ ` e1 = e2.
We discuss the proof intuitively. The soundness (i.e. the “only if” direction) holds because Γλ contains all instances
of (β) and equational reasoning is available in AML (Proposition 13). The completeness (i.e. the “if” direction) is
proved following Fig. 4, where the only nontrivial reasoning step is Step 3, which boils down to showing that every
concrete ccc model M = (M, • ,G) derives an AML model, written MAML, such that MAML  Γλ and MAML  e1 = e2
implies M λ e1 = e2. Intuitively, MAML is given by taking M as the inhabitant set of Term, M × M as the one of Pair,
and P(M ×M) as the one of Graph, which includes the graphs of all representable functions in R(M). We take G to be
the interpretation of G, i.e., let GMAML • graph( f ) = G( f ), for all f ∈ R(M). Then we can prove MAML  Γλ except (β).
Next, we show for any valuation ρ of λ-calculus, {|e|ρ} = ρ¯(e) for all e ∈ Λ, by structural induction on e (note that ρ is
also an AML valuation). Then we know both MAML satisfies (β) and that MAML  e1 = e2 implies M λ e1 = e2, which
finishes the proof.
8.5 A generic method for dealing with binders
Note that Theorem 35 holds even if we remove all axioms about pairs and powersets from Γλ, keeping only (β).
Indeed, the completeness holds with fewer axioms, and the soundness holds as long as (β) is included. This important
observation suggests that the following syntactic sugar
λx .e ≡ G (int ∃x .〈x, e〉)
actually gives us a generic method for dealing with binders. The fact that 〈 , 〉 is paring, int is intension, and G is the
retraction function, is irrelevant, as their axioms are not needed in Theorem 35 at all. What matters is that 〈 , 〉 and G
are two constants, and int is the reverse of a constant (i.e., ext). This inspires us to use the following generic method
for defining any binders. Suppose we want to define a binder, say λ(x, e1, . . . , en), that takes n + 1 arguments and binds
x into e1, . . . , en, we define it as the following syntactic sugar:
λ(x, e1, . . . , en) ≡ G (int ∃x .〈x, e1, . . . , en〉)
where 〈. . .〉 and G are constants and int is the reverse of a constant ext and we write 〈. . .〉 ϕ1 · · ·ϕn as 〈ϕ1, . . . , ϕn〉 for
all n ≥ 0. When there are multiple binders, we use different sets of 〈. . .〉, G and int (and thus also ext) to avoiding
confusion. Sometimes, we want to define λ(x, e1, . . . , en) that only binds x into some of e1, . . . , en, not all of them; one
typical example is let x = e in e′, which binds x into e′ but not e. This can be achieved generically as well. Suppose
the binder λ(x, e1, e2, . . . , en) only binds x into e2, . . . , en, but not e1, we can define the following syntactic sugar:
λ(x, e1, . . . , en) ≡ G 〈int ∃x .〈x, e2, . . . , en〉, e1〉
where all free occurrences of x in e2, . . . , en are bound, but those in e1 are still free.
We wrap up this section by leaving some open comments on the proof of Theorem 35, especially its completeness
proof. As said, the proof goes through the models of λ-calculus, which is a complex subject that has attracted much
attention since the proposal of λ-calculus and still has many unsolved problems [5]. However, it does not seem
necessary to us that the proof needs to go through models. We conjecture that there exists a proof, which takes an
initial model (see [23] for general notions on initial models; term models are special instances) of λ-calculus (modulo
α- and β-equivalence), and turns it into an AML model. Then, if e1 = e2 holds in all AML models, it also holds in the
one defined from the initial model, and thus it is provable, because the model is an initial one. We leave it as a future
work to investigate this conjecture.
9 Instance: Type systems
In Sections 3, 6, 7 we showed that AML can define particular types and type relations and structures. To bring more
support to the claim that AML can serve as a foundation for programming languages, in particular for defining type
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(Start)
Γ `PTS A : s
Γ, x : A `PTS x : A (Axiom) ∅ `PTS s1 : s2 if (s1, s2) ∈ A
(Π)
Γ `PTS A : s1 Γ, x : A `PTS B : s2
Γ `PTS Πx : A .B : s3 if (s1, s2, s3) ∈ R
(Π-I)
Γ `PTS Πx : A .B : s Γ, x : A `PTS b : B
Γ `PTS λx : A .b : Πx : A .B (Π-E)
Γ `PTS a : Πx : B .A Γ `PTS b : B
Γ ` ab : A[b/x]
(Weak)
Γ `PTS b : B Γ `PTS A : s
Γ, x : A `PTS b : B (Conv)
Γ `PTS a : A Γ `PTS B : s `β A = B
Γ `PTS a : B
Figure 5: Typing rules of pure type system (here ∅ denotes the empty context)
systems for them, here we show how to define pure type systems [2, 59, 21] (shortened as PTS) as a theory in AML.
PTS gives a uniform and simple approach to dependently-typed λ-calculus, λ-cubes [3], and type systems such as the
Martin-Lo¨f type system [36] and the calculus of constructions [15] (shortened as CoC), which is the foundation of
proof assistants such as Coq [6], Agda [42], and Idris [9]. Appendix L shows that the technique below extends to the
Martin-Lo¨f type system.
Definition 36 ([21, Section 4.2]). Let Var be a set of variables, S be a set of sorts, and T be a set of terms defined as:
T (terms) a, b, A, B B x ∈ Var | s ∈ S | ab | λx : A .b | Πx : A .B
As a convention, we use A, B, etc. to denote terms representing types and a, b, etc. to denote data. Here, λ and Π are
binders, binding x into b and B, respectively, but not A. Thanks to α-renaming, we assume x < FV(A) in λx : A .b and
Πx : A .B. We modify (β) to the following typed version:
(β) (λx : A .b) a = b[a/x] for all x ∈ Var and a, b, A ∈ T
where no type-checking happens yet. A pure type system is a pair (A,R) with a set A ⊆ S × S of axioms and a set
R ⊆ S × S × S of rules. A typing context is a sequence Γ = x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An for n ≥ 0 where all xi’s are distinct. The
typing relation, Γ `PTS a : A, is inductively defined in Fig. 5.
We show how to define PTS as an AML theory ΓPTS, by modifying/extending Γλ, the theory of λ-calculus defined
in Section 8, with the additional term constructors. Firstly, we define λx : A .b and Πx : A .B as binders that bind x into
b and B, but not A, using the generic method discussed in Section 8.5. Then, we interpret the inhabitant pattern ~A
as one that is matched by all terms a such that a has type A, i.e., we define typing as syntactic sugar as follows:
a : A ≡ a ∈ ~A for all a, A ∈ T
Next, we let ΓPTS contain (β), the typed version, plus the following self-explanatory typing axioms:
(Axiom) s1 : s2 for (s1, s2) ∈ A (Π) A : s1 ∧ (∀x : A . (B : s2))→ (Πx : A .B) : s3 for (s1, s2, s3) ∈ R
(Π-I) (Πx : A .B) : s ∧ (∀x : A . (b : B))→ (λx : A .b) : (Πx : A .B) (Π-E) a : (Πx : B .A) ∧ b : B→ ab : A[b/x]
These axioms capture the corresponding PTS typing rules. Note that Γ was not needed and neither were axioms to
capture (Start), (Weak), and (Conv); these follow from generic AML reasoning.
Theorem 37. If x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An `PTS a : A then ΓPTS ` x1 : A1 ∧ · · · ∧ xn : An → a : A.
10 Application: Logic Foundation for Language Framework K
Here we propose a semantic foundation of K as rewriting modulo contexts, completely within AML.
10.1 K preliminaries
K is a rewriting-based executable semantics framework for programming languages. It uses a succinct and modular
meta-language to define both syntax and semantics of languages. As a running example, Fig. 6 shows the complete
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1 module IMP-SYNTAX
2 imports DOMAINS-SYNTAX
3 syntax Exp ::=
4 Int
5 | Id
6 | Exp "+" Exp [left, strict]
7 | Exp "-" Exp [left, strict]
8 | "(" Exp ")" [bracket]
9 syntax Stmt ::=
10 Id "=" Exp ";" [strict(2)]
11 | "if" "(" Exp ")"
12 Stmt Stmt [strict(1)]
13 | "while" "(" Exp ")" Stmt
14 | "{" Stmt "}" [bracket]
15 | "{" "}"
16 > Stmt Stmt [left, strict(1)]
17 syntax Pgm ::= "int" Ids ";" Stmt
18 syntax Ids ::= List{Id,","}
19 endmodule
1 module IMP imports IMP-SYNTAX
2 imports DOMAINS
3 syntax KResult ::= Int
4 configuration <T> <k> $PGM:Pgm </k>
5 <state> .Map </state> </T>
6 rule <k> X:Id => I ...</k>
7 <store>... X |-> I ...</store>
8 rule I1 + I2 => I1 +Int I2
9 rule I1 - I2 => I1 -Int I2
10 rule <k> X = I:Int => I ...</k>
11 <store>... X |-> (_ => I) ...</store>
12 rule {} S:Stmt => S
13 rule if(I) S _ => S requires I =/=Int 0
14 rule if(0) _ S => S
15 rule while(B) S => if(B) {S while(B) S} {}
16 rule <k> int (X, Xs => Xs) ; S </k>
17 <state>... (. => X |-> 0) </state>
18 rule int .Ids ; S => S
19 endmodule
Figure 6: The complete K definition of IMP, consisting of a syntax module and a semantic module
definition of IMP, a simple imperative language. IMP has common statements such as assignments, if-statements,
while-loops, and sequential composition. The IMP-SYNTAX module defines its syntax and the IMP module defines its
semantics. See http://kframework.org for details and papers on K; we only give a high-level overview here.
Syntax
The syntax of IMP is defined using conventional BNF, where terminals are in quotes and nonterminal are not. There-
fore, Exp, Stmt, Pgm, Ids are all nonterminals. Int and Id are also nonterminals, which are pre-defined and imported
from DOMAINS-SYNTAX. Productions are separated by “|”, or “>” (left, line 16) that states that subsequent productions
have lower precedence.
Attributes
Productions can have attributes, listead in square brackets []. Some attributes are purely for parsing purposes. For
example, left (left, lines 6,7,16) indicates left-associativity; bracket (left, line 8) indicates that parentheses are for
grouping, so the parser should not generate an AST node. Most attributes carry semantic meaning. For example,
strict, strict(1), etc., define evaluation contexts that affect how K executes programs. strict indicates that all
arguments are evaluated first, so e1 + e2 is evaluated by first evaluating e1 and e2 to integers i1 and i2, fully nondeter-
ministicly, and then evaluating i1 + i2. strict(1) indicates that only the first argument is evaluated, so if(b) P Q is
evaluated by first evaluating b while freezing P and Q, as expected. The special nonterminal KResult (right, line 3) is
used to give K hints when to stop searching for evaluation steps.
Attributes can also define bindings. For example, the λ-calculus syntax is defined as follows:
syntax Term ::= Id | "lambda" Id "." Term [binder] | Term Term [left]
where Id is a pre-defined sort for identifiers. The attribute binder specifies that lambda binds its first argument
into the second, so internally, lambda is not defined as a constant symbol like other constructs, but as syntactic sugar
following the generic method for defining binders in Section 8.5.
Configurations
K uses configurations (right, line 4) to store information needed for program execution. Configurations are organized
into cells, which are labeled and can be nested. As a simple language, IMP has only three cells, but complex languages
such as C can have hundreds [27]. The <k/> cell holds the computation, i.e., the program fragments that need to be
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executed. The <state/> cell holds program states as finite maps from program variables to their values. Both cells
are held in the top cell <T/>. Initially, the <k/> cell holds a program $PGM:Pgm, passed from the command-line, and
the <state/> cell holds the empty map, denoted .Map.
Semantics
K defines semantics as transition systems over configurations in terms of a set of rewrite rules ϕ1 ⇒ ϕ2, where
ϕ1, ϕ2 are configuration patterns. However, K introduces notations to write these rules compactly and modularly. For
example, we do not need to mention full configurations in rewrite rules. We can only specify what matters and K
infers the rest; e.g., instead of writing
rule <T> <k> I1 + I2 => I1 +Int I2 ... </k> <state> M </state> </T>
(“...” means evaluation context, explained in Section 10.2.3), we can write it more compactly as
rule I1 + I2 => I1 +Int I2 // as in module IMP, line 8
The latter rule tells K to rewrite I1 + I2 to I1 +Int I2 in all contexts, which include both evaluation contexts defined
by the strictness attributes and configuration contexts defined by the cells. This makes K definitions modular and
extensible, since rules need not change as configurations change.
Another useful K notation is the local rewrite, where the rewrite symbol => does not need to be at the top, and can
appear locally at where the rewrite happens. So instead of writing
rule <k> X:Id ...</k> <state>... X |-> I ...</state>
=> <k> I ...</k> <state>... X |-> I ...</state>
we can remove all the duplicate information and write it more compactly as
rule <k> X:Id => I ...</k> <state>... X |-> I ...</state> // as in module IMP, line 6
Program verification
Besides parsers and interpreters, K can generate several other language tools from a formal semantics. In particular,
program verification is fully automatic in K. That is, once given a program and a set of target (reachability) properties
(including necessary invariant conditions), K carries out automatic reasoning in reachability logic [50] (RL), by sym-
bolically executing the program and calling SMT solvers such as Z3 [18]. Recall Fig. 2, which shows that RL can be
subsumed in AML as a theory, say ΓRL. Then, program verification (in K) is a best-effort implementation of automatic
AML reasoning within ΓRL.
10.2 Defining K semantics in applicative matching logic
As seen, K has an expressive front-end language to write compact, modular and extensible semantic definitions. Tools
are then automatically generated from such K definitions. Here we show how to regard the K definitions as sugar for
AML theories. Specifically, all the aforementioned features, from carrying out program execution and verification,
to defining evaluation contexts, and to compact notations such as configuration inference and local rewrites, can be
justified as AML notations and reasoning. We identify five research questions: (RQ1) how to define static struc-
tures, such as expressions, programs, cells, and configurations; (RQ2) how to define dynamic transition relations over
configurations; (RQ3) how to define evaluation contexts generated by the strictness attributes; (RQ4) how to define
configuration inference and (RQ5) how to define local rewrites.
10.2.1 Defining static program structures as patterns (RQ1)
Static structures can be defined as we define constructors and term algebras (Section 5). Specifically, for every nonter-
minal, such as Int, Exp, etc., we define a corresponding sort in ΓIMP. Every production, say syntax Exp ::= Exp "+" Exp,
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defines a corresponding constructor + : Exp × Exp → Exp. Productions such as syntax Exp ::= Int define “sub-
sort” axioms such as ~Int ⊆ ~Exp, like in Section 6. Similarly, every cell, say <state/>, defines a correspond-
ing constructor <state> </state> : Map → StateCell, where Map is the (pre-defined) sort of finite maps and
StateCell is the sort of the <state/> cells. As a convention, we let Cfg ≡ TCell denote the sort of the <top/>
cells, i.e., program configurations.
10.2.2 Defining transition relations as patterns (RQ2)
Following an approach similar to [10, Section IX], we define the transition relation over configurations by defining a
constant •, called one-path next, with the following axiom:
(One-Path Next) • ~Cfg ⊆ ~Cfg
Suppose ϕ is a configuration pattern. Then intuitively, •ϕ is matched by all configurations that have a next configuration
(w.r.t. the transition relation) that matches ϕ. In other words, •ϕ is matched by all predecessor configurations of those
matching ϕ. This is illustrated below:
· · · c ⇒ c′ ⇒ c′′ · · · // configurations
••ϕ •ϕ ϕ // patterns
Then, we can define rewrite rules as patterns using the one-path next constant: ϕ⇒ ψ ≡ ϕ→ •ψ.
10.2.3 Defining evaluation contexts as patterns (RQ3)
As seen in Section 10.1, a rewrite rule can only be applied under appropriate evaluation contexts. For example,
consider configuration:
<T> <k> if (X + 1) { X = 3 - 2; } {} </k> <state> X |-> 0 </state> </T>
Let ϕcfg denote it. What rules can apply to ϕcfg? Indeed, there are many program/configuration fragments that seem to
be rewritable: e.g., X + 1 could be rewritten to 0 + 1 by the variable lookup rule (Fig. 6, right, line 6); and 3 - 2 could
be rewritten to 1 by the arithmetic rule (Fig. 6, right, line 9). Rewriting systems such as Maude [13] would indeed
rewrite 3 - 2 to 1, because they do not rewrite modulo contexts by default. In K, however, only the former rewrite is
correct.
For simplicity, let ϕif denote the if-statement in ϕcfg, and let s1 denote its then-branch and s2 denote its else-
branch. Recall that the if-statement is strict on its first argument, so we can pull out X + 1 from ϕif, and obtain the
pattern if() s1 s2 with a distinguished placeholder . Note that  is just a dummy variable. We do not want to
confuse it with other variables, so we close it by writing γ .if() s1 s2, where γ is a binder, defined as λ, and call
the result a context. Formally:
Definition 38. A context is a pattern of the form γ .ϕ, where γ is a binder. Note that we only assume the same style
to define the binder notation as for λ (Section 8), but we do not assume β-reduction. We write C ϕ as C[ϕ]. For clarity,
we define a new sort Cxt and the following axiom:
(Context) γ .ϕ ∈ ~Cxt
Contexts of different types are not needed here, but those can be defined equally elegantly.
Now we can define evaluation contexts and the evaluation strategies in K in terms of axioms about contexts. For
example, we define the following axiom for the if-statement context:
(If-Statement Context) ∀b :Exp .∀s1 :Stmt .∀s2 :Stmt .if(b) s1 s2 = (γ .if() s1 s2)[b]
In K, such equations are used in both directions. When used from left to right, called heating, redex b is pulled out
from its context. Where used from right to left, called cooling, b is plugged back into its context. The special sort
KResult hints K to do heating/cooling efficiently, based on b’s sort.
Similarly, the strictness of + in its second argument corresponds to
(Add Context Right) ∀e1 :Exp .∀e2 :Exp . e1 + e2 = (γ .e1 +)[e2]
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Using the above axioms, we can infer the following, which corresponds to what K does internally:
if(1 + X) s1 s2 = (γ .if() s1 s2)[1 + X] // by (If-Statement Context)
= (γ .if() s1 s2)[(γ .1 +)[X]] // by (Add Context Right)
Now we encounter a nested context, which can be composed by the following generic axiom:
(Composing Nested Contexts) ∀c1 :Cxt .∀c2 :Cxt .c1[c2[x]] = (γ .c1[c2[]])[x]
Using this axiom, we continue the above reasoning, which also corresponds to what K does:
if(1 + X) s1 s2 = (γ .if() s1 s2)[(γ .1 +)[X]] // already proved
= (γ . (γ .if() s1 s2)[(γ .1 +)[]])[X] // composing nested contexts
= (γ1 . (γ2 .if(2) s1 s2)[(γ3 .1 +3)[1]])[X] // α-renaming
= (γ1 . (γ2 .if(2) s1 s2)[1 +1])[X] // by (Add Context Right)
= (γ1 . (if(1 +1) s1 s2))[X] // by (If-Statement Context)
Therefore, if(1 + X) s1 s2 is matched by a pattern c[X], where c, as expected, is γ . (if(1 +) s1 s2).
To sum up, “evaluation strategies” are AML reasoning using equations corresponding to contexts.
10.2.4 Defining configuration inference (RQ4)
Configuration inference is handled exactly the same way as the evaluation contexts described in Section 10.2.3. Con-
figuration cells are symbols, same like the language syntax, which are automatically regarded as strict in all their
arguments.
10.2.5 Defining local rewrites
In a local rewrite under context c, denoted c[ϕ1 ⇒ ϕ2], the patterns ϕ1, ϕ2 might not be configuration patterns.
Therefore, we first extend/overload • to all sorts s:
(One-Path Next, Extended) •~s ⊆ ~s
Then, we add a generic axiom that allows us to lift local rewrites to global rewrites:
(Lift Rewrites) ∀c :Cxt .c[•ϕ]→ •c[ϕ]
Finally, the following proposition shows that local rewrites imply global rewrites, if the context c is injective and
extensional. Note that all program constructs and cells are defined as constructors, which are injective and extensional,
so the following proposition holds for all implicit contexts.
Proposition 39. Given a theory Γ and an injective and extensional context c, i.e., Γ ` c[x] ∧ c[y] = c[x ∧ y],
Γ ` c[⊥] = ⊥ and Γ ` c[x ∨ y] = c[x] ∨ c[y], then Γ ` c[x⇒ y] implies Γ ` c[x]⇒ c[y].
11 Proof checker for applicative matching logic
As seen, a number of important logical frameworks, illustrated in Fig. 2, are subsumed by AML as notations and/or
theories. As a result, we can reason about these logical frameworks in a uniform way, using one fixed Hilbert-style
proof system of AML (shown in Fig. 3), which allows us to prove sentences/judgments of the form Γ ` ϕ. As discussed
in Sections 1&10, language frameworks (such as K) are best effort proof searchers for Γ ` ϕ, with each tool optimized
to support specific Γ and ϕ.
However, proof searching is complex and tools use heuristics and decision procedures that may contain bugs. For
example, K has more than 130,000 LOC across several languages (including ¿60,000 Java, ¿35,000 Haskell, ¿34,000
OCaml). This places a huge “trustbase bet” for the users of such frameworks: they need to trust the entire codespace,
even knowing it surely contains bugs.
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sorts/symbols infrastructure proof checking total
size 46 35 22 103
Table 1: The total size of the proof checker of AML is ˜100 Maude statements / LOC; here, “sorts/symbols” denotes
sort/symbol declarations that define the syntax of patterns as well as proof objects; “infrastructure” denotes equations
defining substitution, α-renaming, and proof objects. Appendix N shows all the code.
Proof checkers are the key to reducing trustbase of language frameworks. Our preliminary experiments show
that it reduces the trustbase of K from its ¿130,000-LOC codespace to a simple AML proof checker implemented in
Maude [13] with ˜100 statements. Hilbert-style proof checking is very (!) simple. If Γ ` ϕ is indeed a valid Hilbert-
style proof, then there exists a sequence of patterns ϕ1, . . . , ϕn such that ϕn ≡ ϕ and every ϕi for i ≤ n is either an
axiom in Γ or the result of applying an AML proof rule in Fig. 3. We can then put these information together as a proof
object, which contains the sequence ϕ1, . . . , ϕn as well as some proof annotations, specifying how each ϕi is derived.
Obviously, a proof object is a much larger artifact than the original sentence/judgment Γ ` ϕ, but it contains all the
details and thus can be easily 3rd-party checked using proof checkers.
Appendix N shows the entire code of our AML proof checker. It defines the syntax of AML, substitution and
α-renaming, and the core proof checking algorithm which follows blindly the proof system in Fig. 3. Table 1 shows
some statistics about the proof checker.
12 Related and future work
We review a few related language frameworks here, and refer the reader to [64] for a survey of earlier frameworks.
CENTAUR [8] is one of the earliest systems that take formal language definitions and automatically generate so-called
programming environments, consisting of language tools such as interpreters and debuggers, equipped with graphic
interfaces.
Proof assistants such as Coq [6] and Isabelle [41] have been extensively used as language frameworks, where
program verification tasks or meta-theorems about languages are framed as theorems which are then carried out mostly
interactively, sometimes requiring remarkable human effort, although (semi-)automation is available in some cases.
Since defining a real language in a proof assistant is a tedious and thus error prone task, light-weight tools such as
Ott [54] have been developed, which provide an intuitive front-end language to define formal syntax and semantics,
accompanied with automatic tools that sanity-check definitions and translate them to proof assistants, where proofs
are then carried out.
BesidesK, there are several other rewriting-based language frameworks. Component-based specification (CBS) [60]
builds upon the observation that languages share many fundamental constructs, called funcons. CBS defines a rich
set of funcons and uses them to define languages modularly. Spoofax [61] is a platform for designing domain spe-
cific languages (DSL), integrated with various language tools such as SDF [62] for formal syntax, Stratego [63] for
code generation, FlowSpec [56] for data flow analysis, etc. PLT Redex [19] is a DSL for designing formal language
semantics, fully integrated in a target programming language such as Scheme or Racket.
From a formal reasoning perspective, what is common to all language frameworks is that programming languages
are defined as theories in an existing or hypothetical logic, and program execution and reasoning become logic deduc-
tion. We picked K as a case study not because we believe it is superior to any of the aforementioned frameworks, but
because it is arguably one of the most complex and heavy on notation, so challenging to be given a semantics, and it
is actively used to yield program verifiers for a variety of real languages, so it is in high need of a formal semantics.
One important direction for future work is an interactive prover for AML. Although language frameworks may
provide automation for specific proof tasks, an exit solution is needed for cases when automation does not work. Like
in other proof assistants, the interactive prover would explore the proof-space by executing user-defined or pre-defined
proof strategies. Proof strategies can range from direct application of the AML proof rules to complex strategies
employed by automated tools part of frameworks like K such as symbolic execution, pattern abstractions, and SMT-
based domain reasoning. The latter would need to be enriched to produce proof objects, a well-known challenge
in itself . To reuse the vast universe of formalized mathematics and well-engineered tooling in proof assistants like
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Coq [6], Isabelle [41], Agda [42], etc., it would be useful to import and translate proof objects from these logical
frameworks to proof objects in AML; preliminary work in Section 9 suggests that this is feasible.
13 Conclusion
We proposed a novel logic, called applicative matching logic (AML), as a foundation for programming language
frameworks. AML subsumes many logics/calculi/algebras important for programming languages, such as: FOL with
least fixpoints, separation logic, temporal logics, modal µ-logic, reachability logic (which subsumes Hoare logic),
many- and order-sorted algebras, term algebras, λ-calculi, and (dependent) type systems. We took as a case study the
K framework, one of the most complex and actively used language frameworks, and showed how its main features are
reduced to AML notations and reasoning. Finally, we also discussed a small checker for AML proof objects.
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A Proofs about basic definitions and notations
Here we prove all propositions and theorems in Section 2.
Proposition 5. Under the above notation, the following hold:
ρ¯(¬ϕ) = M \ ρ¯(ϕ) ρ¯(ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2) = ρ¯(ϕ1) ∪ ρ¯(ϕ2) ρ¯(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2) = ρ¯(ϕ1) ∩ ρ¯(ϕ2)
ρ¯(>) = M ρ¯(ϕ1 ↔ ϕ2) = M \ (ρ¯(ϕ1)4ρ¯(ϕ2)) ρ¯(∀x .ϕ) = ⋂a∈M ρ[a/x](ϕ)
ρ¯(νX .ϕ) = νF ρϕ,X with F ρϕ,X defined the same as in Definition 4
where “4” denotes set symmetric difference: A 4 B = (A \ B) ∪ (B \ A).
Proof. Simple, by applying definitions directly.
(Case ¬ϕ): ρ¯(¬ϕ) = ρ¯(ϕ→ ⊥) = M \ (ρ¯(ϕ) \ ρ¯(⊥)) = M \ (ρ¯(ϕ) \ ∅) = M \ ρ¯(ϕ).
(Case ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2): ρ¯(ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2) = ρ¯(¬ϕ1 → ϕ2) = M \ (ρ¯(¬ϕ1) \ ρ¯(ϕ2)) = M \ ((M \ ρ¯(ϕ1)) \ ρ¯(ϕ2)) = ρ¯(ϕ1) ∪ ρ¯(ϕ2).
(Case ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2): ρ¯(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2) = ρ¯(¬ϕ1 ∨ ¬ϕ2) = ρ¯(¬ϕ1) ∨ ρ¯(¬ϕ2) = (M \ ρ¯(ϕ1)) ∨ (M \ ρ¯(ϕ2)) = ρ¯(ϕ1) ∧ ρ¯(ϕ2).
(Case >): ρ¯(>) = ρ¯(¬⊥) = M \ ρ¯(⊥) = M \ ∅ = M.
(Case ϕ1 ↔ ϕ2): ρ¯(ϕ1 ↔ ϕ2) = ρ¯((ϕ1 → ϕ2) ∧ (ϕ2 → ϕ1)) = ρ¯(ϕ1 → ϕ2) ∩ ρ¯(ϕ2 → ϕ1) = (M \ (ρ¯(ϕ1) \ ρ¯(ϕ2))) ∩
(M \ (ρ¯(ϕ2) \ ρ¯(ϕ1))) = M \ (ρ¯(ϕ1) 4 ρ¯(ϕ2)).
(Case ∀x .ϕ): ρ¯(∀x .ϕ) = ρ¯(¬∃x .¬ϕ) = M \ ρ¯(∃x .¬ϕ)= M \ ⋃a∈M ρ[a/x](¬ϕ)= M \ ⋃a∈M (M \ ρ[a/x](ϕ)) =⋂
a∈M ρ[a/x](ϕ).
(Case νX .ϕ): ρ¯(νX .ϕ) = ρ¯(¬µX .¬ϕ[¬X/X]) = M \ ρ¯(µX .¬ϕ[¬X/X]) = M \ µF ρ¬ϕ[¬X/X],X . Note that µF ρ¬ϕ[¬X/X] =⋃{A ⊆ M | F ρ¬ϕ[¬X/X](A) ⊆ A} = ⋃{A ⊆ M | ρ[A/X](¬ϕ[¬X/X]) ⊆ A}. Then M \ µF ρ¬ϕ[¬X/X],X = M \ ⋃{A ⊆ M |
ρ[A/X](¬ϕ[¬X/X])} = ⋂{M \ A | ρ[A/X](¬ϕ[¬X/X]) ⊆ A} = ⋂{B | ρ[B/X](¬ϕ) ⊆ (M \ B)} = ⋂{B | ρ[B/X](ϕ) ⊇
B} = νF ρϕ,X 
Proposition 8. With the above notation, the following hold:
• ρ¯(dϕe) = M iff ρ¯(ϕ) , ∅; and ρ¯(dϕe) = ∅ iff ρ¯(ϕ) = ∅;
• ρ¯(bϕc) = M iff ρ¯(ϕ) = M; and ρ¯(bϕc) = ∅ iff ρ¯(ϕ) , ∅;
• ρ¯(ϕ1 = ϕ2) = M iff ρ¯(ϕ1) = ρ¯(ϕ2); and ρ¯(ϕ1 = ϕ2) = ∅ iff ρ¯(ϕ1) , ρ¯(ϕ2);
• ρ¯(x ∈ ϕ) = M iff ρ(x) ∈ ρ¯(ϕ); and ρ¯(x ∈ ϕ) = ∅ iff ρ(x) < ρ¯(ϕ);
• ρ¯(ϕ1 ⊆ ϕ2) = M iff ρ¯(ϕ1) ⊆ ρ¯(ϕ2); and ρ¯(ϕ1 ⊆ ϕ2) = ∅ iff ρ¯(ϕ1) * ρ¯(ϕ2).
Proof. These can be proved by simply applying the definitions.
(Case dϕe): ρ¯(dϕe) = M iff d eM • ρ¯(ϕ) = M iff there exists a ∈ ρ¯(ϕ) iff ρ¯(ϕ) , ∅. Otherwise, ρ¯(dϕe) = ∅ iff
d eM • ρ¯(ϕ) = ∅ iff there exists no a ∈ ρ¯(ϕ) iff ρ¯(ϕ) = ∅.
(Case bϕc): ρ¯(bϕc) = M iff ρ¯(¬d¬ϕe) = M iff ρ¯(d¬ϕe) = ∅ iff ρ¯(¬ϕ) = ∅ iff ρ¯(ϕ) = M. Otherwise, ρ¯(bϕc) = ∅ iff
ρ¯(¬d¬ϕe) = ∅ iff ρ¯(d¬ϕe) = M iff ρ¯(¬ϕ) = M iff ρ¯(ϕ) = ∅.
(Case ϕ1 = ϕ2): ρ¯(ϕ1 = ϕ2) = M iff ρ¯(bϕ1 ↔ ϕ2c) = M iff ρ¯(ϕ1 ↔ ϕ2) = M iff ρ¯(ϕ1) 4 ρ¯(ϕ2) = ∅ iff ρ¯(ϕ1) = ρ¯(ϕ2).
Otherwise, ρ¯(ϕ1 = ϕ2) = ∅ iff ρ¯(bϕ1 ↔ ϕ2c) = ∅ iff ρ¯(ϕ1 ↔ ϕ2) = ∅ iff ρ¯(ϕ1) 4 ρ¯(ϕ2) = M iff ρ¯(ϕ1) , ρ¯(ϕ2).
(Case x ∈ ϕ): ρ¯(x ∈ ϕ) = M iff ρ¯(dx ∧ ϕe) = M iff ρ¯(x ∧ ϕ) , ∅ iff {ρ(x)} ∩ ρ¯(ϕ) , ∅ iff ρ(x) ∈ ρ¯(ϕ). Otherwise,
ρ¯(x ∈ ϕ) = ∅ iff ρ¯(dx ∧ ϕe) = ∅ iff ρ¯(x ∧ ϕ) = ∅ iff {ρ(x)} ∩ ρ¯(ϕ) = ∅ iff ρ(x) < ρ¯(ϕ).
(Case ϕ1 ⊆ ϕ2): ρ¯(ϕ1 ⊆ ϕ2) = M iff ρ¯(bϕ1 → ϕ2c) = M iff ρ¯(ϕ1 → ϕ2) = M iff M \ (ρ¯(ϕ1) \ ρ¯(ϕ2)) = M iff
ρ¯(ϕ1) \ ρ¯(ϕ2) = ∅ iff ρ¯(ϕ1) ⊆ ρ¯(ϕ2). Otherwise, ρ¯(ϕ1 ⊆ ϕ2) = ∅ iff ρ¯(bϕ1 → ϕ2c) = ∅ iff ρ¯(ϕ1 → ϕ2) , M iff
M \ (ρ¯(ϕ1) \ ρ¯(ϕ2)) , M iff ρ¯(ϕ1) \ ρ¯(ϕ2) , ∅ iff ρ¯(ϕ1) * ρ¯(ϕ2). 
Proposition 9. Let σ be any constant symbol. We define the following two axioms:
(Functional Constant) ∃z .σ = z (Functional Application) ∃z . xy = z
Then, for any model M satisfying (Functional Constant), σM is a singleton set, and for any model M satisfying
(Functional Application), its application is a function, i.e., |a • b| = 1 for all a, b ∈ M.
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Proof. Suppose M satisfies (Functional Constant). Then for any ρ, ρ¯(∃z .σ = z) = M, i.e., ⋃c∈M ρ[c/z](σ = z) = M.
Note that ρ[c/z](σ = z) is either ∅ or M, so there exists c ∈ M such that ρ[c/z](σ = z), i.e., σM = {c}, which is a
singleton.
Suppose M satisfies (Functional Application). Then for any ρ, ρ¯(∃z . xy = z) = M, i.e., ⋃c∈M ρ[c/z](xy = z) = M.
There exists c ∈ M such that ρ[c/z](xy = z) = M, i.e., ρ(x) • ρ(y) = {c}. Note that ρ is arbitrary. Then for all a, b ∈ M
there exists c ∈ M such that a • b = {c}. 
We tacitly blur the distinction between elements and singleton sets.
Proposition 11. Any AML model satisfying (Functional Application) is an applicative structure. Additionally, if the
AML theory includes two functional constants k, s ∈ Σ satisfying the axioms kxy = x and sxyz = xy(xz), then its
models are combinatory algebras.
Proof. By Proposition 9 and Definition 10. 
Proposition 13. For all theories Γ with definedness, the following hold:
Γ ` ϕ = ϕ Γ ` ϕ1 = ϕ2 and Γ ` ϕ2 = ϕ3 implies Γ ` ϕ1 = ϕ3
Γ ` ϕ1 = ϕ2 implies Γ ` ϕ2 = ϕ2 Γ ` ϕ1 = ϕ2 implies Γ ` ψ[ϕ1/x] = ψ[ϕ2/x].
Proof. See [11, Lemma 50 and 60]. 
Theorem 14 (Soundness Theorem). Γ ` ϕ implies Γ  ϕ.
Proof. See [11, Theorem 13]. 
A.1 More about definedness
In Proposition 11, we give an axiomatic characterization of when AML models are applicative structures. Here we
consider the other direction and show that all applicative structures are also AML models. Firstly, note the following
property about definedness.
Proposition 40. Let M be an AML model satisfying (Definedness). Then M •a = M for all a ∈ M, i.e., for all a, b ∈ M
there exists c ∈ M such that b ∈ c • a.
Proof. Let d eM ⊆ M be the interpretation of definedness in M. Since M satisfies (Definedness), we have d eM • a = M
for all a ∈ M. Then by pointwise extension, M • a = M. 
When M has functional application, the conclusion in Proposition 40 becomes: for all a, b ∈ M there exists c ∈ M
such that b = c • a. If an applicative structure does not satisfies this property, it cannot give coherent interpretation for
definedness, and thus is not an AML model. This difficulty can be solved by assuming a special element, say $ ∈ M,
such that $ • a = M for all a ∈ M. Then, we use $ as the interpretation of definedness and use the restricted model,
M \ {$}, to capture applicative structures and combinatory algebras. In the following, we tacitly assume $ in all AML
models and use it to interpret the definedness symbol, with the property that $ • a = M for all a ∈ M.
B Proof of Theorem 17
Theorem 17. (S ,Σ)-MSA are exactly the restricted ΓMSA-models w.r.t. (S ,Σ).
Proof. All restricted ΓMSA-models w.r.t. (S ,Σ) are (S ,Σ)-MSA, by definition, so we just need to show the other
direction. For any (S ,Σ)-MSA, say A = ({As}s∈S , { fA} f∈Σ), we need to find an AML model M  ΓMSA, whose restricted
model w.r.t. (S ,Σ) is exactly A.
We first define the carrier set M. Let M contain/include all the following elements/sets:
• $ be a distinguished element denoting definedness; see Appendix A.1;
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• # be a distinguished element denoting inhabitant; for the same reason why we have $;
• S , the sort set;
• As, for all s ∈ S ;
• [Asi → [Asi+1 → [· · · → [Asn → As] . . . ]]] for all Σs1...sn,s , ∅ and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Here [A→ B] denotes the set of all
functions from A to B; intuitively, this is for the interpretation of functions and their partial application;
Next, define the following interpretations of constants:
• d eM = {$} and ~ M = {#};
• sM = {s} for all s ∈ S ;
• fM = { fA} for all f ∈ Σs1...sn,s; note that fA : Ms1 × · · · × Msn → Ms, under the curry-uncurry isomorphism, is an
element in [As1 → [As2 → [· · · → [Asn → As] · · · ]]]. Therefore, fA ∈ M and fM is well-defined.
Next, we define the application in M as the following:
• $ • a = M for all a ∈ M;
• # • s = As for all s ∈ S ; note that ~sMM = # • {s} = As;
• f •a = { f (a)} for all f ∈ [A→ B] and a ∈ A; that is, application is interpreted as the normal function application,
if the first argument is a function and the second is an element of the appropriate sort.
The unmentioned cases are irrelevant.
Now, we verify that M satisfies all axioms in ΓMSA. (Definedness) is satisfied by definition. (Nonempty Sort) is
satisfied because As , ∅ for all s ∈ S . (Function) for every f ∈ Σs1...sn,s is satisfied because fM is defined by fA and the
application • is interpreted as the normal function application. Therefore, M  ΓMSA.
Finally, we prove that the restricted model Mr w.r.t. (S ,Σ) is exactly A. By definition, Mr = ({Mrs}s∈S , { fMr } f∈Σ) is
an (S ,Σ)-MSA defined as follows:
• the carrier set Mrs = ~sMM , which equals As as we showed above, for all s ∈ S ;
• the interpretation fMr , for f ∈ Σs1...sn,s, is defined such that { fMr (a1, . . . , an)} = fMa1 · · · an for all a1 ∈ As1 , . . . , an ∈
Asn ; note that fMa1 · · · an = { fA}a1 · · · an = { fA(a1, . . . , an)}, so we have fMr (a1, . . . , an) = fA(a1, . . . , an), for all
a1 ∈ As1 , . . . , an ∈ Asn .
Therefore, Mr is exactly A. 
C Proof of Proposition 18
Proposition 18. Under the above notations, ` ∀x : s .ϕ = ¬∃x : s .¬ϕ and ` ∃x : s .ϕ = ¬∀x : s .¬ϕ.
Proof. We prove the first one as follows:
∀x : s .ϕ = ∀x . x ∈ ~s→ ϕ // by definition
= ¬∃x .¬(x ∈ ~s→ ϕ) // by FOL reasoning
= ¬∃x . x ∈ ~s ∧ ¬ϕ // by FOL reasoning
= ¬∃x : s .ϕ // by definition
The second can be proved in the same way. 
The following proposition is useful in reasoning about the semantics of sorted quantification.
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Proposition 41. Let M be a model, s be a sort, whose inhabitant set is denoted/defined as Ms = ~sMM . Then for any
valuation ρ, ρ¯(∃x : s .ϕ) = ⋃a∈Ms ρ[a/x](ϕ) and ρ¯(∀x : s .ϕ) = ⋂a∈Ms ρ[a/x](ϕ)
Proof. We prove for ∃x : s .ϕ. The proof of the other one is similar. By definition, ρ¯(∃x : s .ϕ) = ρ¯(∃x . x ∈ ~s ∧ ϕ) =⋃
a∈M
(
ρ[a/x](x ∈ ~s) ∩ ρ[a/x](ϕ)
)
. Note that ρ[a/x](x ∈ ~s) = M iff ρ[a/x](x) ∈ ρ[a/x](~s), i.e., a ∈ Ms; and
ρ[a/x](x ∈ ~s) = ∅ iff a < Ms; see Proposition 5. Therefore, ρ¯(∃x : s .ϕ) = ⋃a∈Ms (ρ[a/x](x ∈ ~s) ∩ ρ[a/x](ϕ)) =⋃
a∈Ms ρ[a/x](ϕ). 
D Proofs about matching µ-logic
D.1 Proof of Theorem 21
Theorem 21. (S ,V,Σ)-models of MmL are exactly the restricted ΓMmL-models w.r.t. (S ,V,Σ).
Proof. All restricted ΓMmL-models w.r.t. (S ,V,Σ) are (S ,V,Σ)-models of MmL, by definition, so we just need to show
the other direction. For any (S ,Σ)-model, say M = ({Ms}, {σ}σ∈Σ), we need to find an AML model MAML  ΓMmL,
whose restricted model w.r.t. (S ,V,Σ), is exactly M.
We first define the carrier set MAML, by letting it contain/include all the following elements/sets:
• $ for definedness and # for inhabitant;
• S , the sort set;
• Ms for all s ∈ S ;
• [Msi → [Msi+1 → [· · · → [Msn → P(Ms)] . . . ]]] for all Σs1...sn,s , ∅ and 1 ≤ i ≤ n; this is for interpreting symbols
and their partial applications; note that powerset semantics of MmL is captured by the co-domain P(Ms).
Next, we define the following interpretations of constants:
• d eMAML = {$} and ~ MAML = {#};
• sMAML = {s} for all s ∈ S ;
• σMAML = {σM} for all σ ∈ Σs1...sn,s; note that σM : Ms1 × · · · × Msn → P(Ms) is an element in [Ms1 → [Ms1 →
[· · · → [Msn → P(Ms)] · · · ]]] under the curry-uncurry isomorphism.
Next, we define the application in MAML as follows:
• $ • a = MAML for all a ∈ MAML;
• # • s = Ms for all s ∈ S ; note that ~sMAMLMAML = # • s = Ms
• σ • a = {σ(a)} for all σ ∈ [A → B] if B is a function space; and σ • a = σ(a) for all B of the form P(Ms), for
some s ∈ S .
We split the last case into two cases, depending on if B is a function space. If not, then σ • a = σ(a) is already a set in
P(Ms). This is different from the corresponding definitions for MSA (Theorem 17) and OSA (Theorem 27).
The unmentioned cases are irrelevant.
We verify that MAML  ΓMSA. (Definedness) and (Nonempty Sort) are satisfied as in Theorem 17. (Arity) for σ ∈
Σs1...sn,s is satisfied, because σMAML is defined as σM and application is interpreted as the normal function application.
Finally, we prove that the restricted model of MAML w.r.t. (S ,V,Σ), written Mr, is exactly M. By definition,
Mr = ({Mrs}s∈S , {σMr }σ∈Σ) is an (S ,V,Σ)-model of MmL defined as follows:
• the carrier set Mrs = ~sMAMLMAML , which equals Ms as we showed above, for all s ∈ S ;
• the interpretation σMr , for σ ∈ Σs1...sn,s, is defined as σMr (a1, . . . , an) = σMAMLa1 · · · an, for all a1 ∈ Ms1 , . . . , an ∈
Msn ; note that σMAMLa1 · · · an = {σM}a1 · · · an = σM(a1, . . . , an), so we have σMr (a1, . . . , an) = σM(a1, . . . , an),
for all a1 ∈ Ms1 , . . . , an ∈ Msn .
Therefore, Mr is exactly M. 
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D.2 Proof of Theorem 22
Theorem 22. Under the notations of Definition 20 and the above MmL-to-AML translation, any Mr-valuation ρ
of MmL derives an M-valuation ρAML of AML, with ρAML(xs) = ρ(x : s) and ρAML(Xs) = ρ(X : s). Furthermore,
ρAML(ϕAMLs ) = ρ¯(ϕs) for all ρ; and Ω
VALID |= ϕVALIDs iff Ω |=MmL ϕs for all Ω.
Proof. For simplicity, we drop s in ϕs and ϕAMLs and write ϕ and ϕ
AML.
We first prove ρAML(ϕAML) = ρ¯(ϕ) by structural induction on ϕ.
Suppose ϕ ≡ x : s. Then ρAML((x : s)AML) = ρAML(xs) = {ρAML(xs)} = {ρ(x : s)} = ρ¯(x : s).
Suppose ϕ ≡ X : s. Then ρAML((X : s)AML) = ρAML(Xs) = ρAML(Xs) = ρ(X : s) = ρ¯(X : s).
Suppose ϕ ≡ σ(ϕ1, . . . , ϕn). Then ρAML((σ(ϕ1, . . . , ϕn))AML) = ρAML(σϕAML1 · · ·ϕAMLn )
= σMρAML(ϕAML1 ) · · · ρAML(ϕAMLn ) = σM ρ¯(ϕ1) · · · ρ¯(ϕn) = σMr (ρ¯(ϕ1), . . . , ρ¯(ϕn)) = ρ¯(σ(ϕ1, . . . , ϕn)).
Suppose ϕ ≡ ϕ1∧ϕ2. Then ρAML((ϕ1∧ϕ2)AML) = ρAML(ϕAML1 ∧ϕAML2 ) = ρAML(ϕAML1 )∩ρAML(ϕAML2 ) = ρ¯(ϕ1)∩ ρ¯(ϕ2) =
ρ¯(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2).
Suppose ϕ ≡ ¬ϕ1. Then ρAML((¬ϕ1)AML) = ρAML(¬ϕAML1 ∧~s) = ρAML((¬ϕ1)AML)∧ρAML(~s) = (M\ρAML(ϕAML1 ))∩
~sMM = ~sMM \ ρAML(ϕAML1 ) = Mrs \ ρ¯(ϕ1) = ρ¯(¬ϕ1).
Suppose ϕ ≡ ∃x : s .ϕ1. Then ρAML((∃x : s .ϕ1)AML) = ρAML(∃xs : s .ϕAML1 )
=
⋃
a∈~sMM ρAML[a/xs](ϕ
AML
1 ) =
⋃
a∈Mrs ρ[a/x : s](ϕ1) = ρ¯(∃x : s .ϕ1).
Suppose ϕ ≡ µX : s .ϕ1. Then ρAML((µX : s .ϕ1)AML) = ρAML(µXs .ϕAML1 ) = µF ρ
AML
ϕAML1 ,X
s , whereF ρ
AML
ϕAML1 ,X
s (A) = ρAML[A/Xs](ϕ
AML
1 )
for all A ⊆ M. Note that for all A ⊆ Mrs = ~sMM ⊆ M, by inductive hypothesis, ρAML[A/Xs](ϕAML1 ) = ρ[A/X : s](ϕ1).
On the other hand, ρ¯(µX : s .ϕ1) = µF ρϕ1,X : s where F
ρ
ϕ1,X : s
(A) = ρ[A/X : s](ϕ1) for all A ⊆ Mrs, so F ρϕ1,X : s and F
ρAML
ϕAML1 ,X
s
are equal over Mrs, and thus have the same least fixpoints.
In conclusion, ρAML(ϕAMLs ) = ρ¯(ϕs) for all M
r-valuations ρ.
Next, we show that Mr MmL ϕs iff M  ϕVALIDs . Recall that ϕ
VALID
s ≡ ψ → (ϕAMLs = ~s) where ψ ≡∧
xs′∈FV(ϕAMLs ) x
s′ ∈ ~s′ ∧∧Xs′∈FV(ϕAMLs ) Xs′ ⊆ ~s′.
(Case “if”): Suppose M  ϕVALIDs and we want to show that M
r MmL ϕs. Let ρ be any Mr-valuation. Then we
know ρAML(ψ) = M, as ρAML is derived from ρ and thus it evaluates variables into their corresponding inhabitant sets.
Since M  ϕVALIDs , we have ρAML(ϕ
AML
s = ~s) = M, which implies that ρAML(ϕ
AML
s ) = ρAML(~s), i.e., ρ¯(ϕs) = M
r
s.
Since ρ is arbitrary, we have Mr MmL ϕs.
(Case “only if”): Suppose Mr MmL ϕs and we want to show that M  ϕVALIDs . Let ρ
∗ be any M-valuation. There
are two cases. If there exists a variable xs
′
(or Xs
′
) such that ρ∗(xs′ ) < Mrs′ (or ρ
∗(Xs′ ) * Mrs′ ), then ρ∗(ψ) = ∅, and thus
ρ∗(ϕVALIDs ) = M. If otherwise, then all variables evaluate to their corresponding inhabitant sets, and thus there exists
an Mr-valuation ρ such that ρ∗ = ρAML. Then, ρ∗(ϕAMLs = ~s) = M iff ρ∗(ϕAMLs ) = ρ∗(~s) iff ρAML(ϕAMLs ) = Mrs iff
ρ¯(ϕs) = Mrs, which holds by assumption.
In conclusion, M  ϕVALIDs iff M
r MmL ϕs.
Finally, we show that ΩVALID |= ϕVALIDs iff Ω |=MmL ϕs. Recall that ΩVALID = ΓMmL ∪ {ϕVALID | ϕ ∈ Ω}.
(Case “if”): Suppose Ω MmL ϕs and we want to show that ΩVALID  ϕAMLs . Consider any AML model M such that
M  ΩVALID. Note that ΩVALID ⊇ ΓMmL. By Theorem 21, its restricted model Mr is an MmL model. We just proved
in the above that M  ϕVALIDs iff M
r MmL ϕs for any ϕs. Since M  ΩVALID, we have Mr MmL Ω, which implies
Mr MmL ϕs, which implies M  ϕAMLs . Since M is arbitrary, we have Ω
VALID  ϕAMLs .
(Case “only if”). Suppose ΩVALID  ϕVALIDs and we want to show that Ω MmL ϕs. Consider any MmL model M
∗
such that M∗ MmL Ω. By Theorem 21, there exists an AML model, say M, whose restricted model is exactly M∗;
in other words, M∗ = Mr. Therefore, we have Mr MmL Ω, which is equivalent to M  ΩVALID as we just proved.
By assumption, M  ϕVALIDs , which then implies that M
r `MmL ϕs. Since Mr is an arbitrary MmL model, we have
Ω MmL ϕs. 
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E Proof of Proposition 23
Proposition 23. If M  ΓTERM then the restricted model Mr w.r.t. ({Term},C) is isomorphic to TC .
Proof. By Theorem 22 and [11, Proposition 22]. 
F Proof of Proposition 24
Proposition 24. ΓNAT ` zero ∈ X ∧ (∀y :Nat .y ∈ X → succ y ∈ X)→ ∀x :Nat . x ∈ X.
Proof. To prove ∀x :Nat . x ∈ X, we just need to show that ~Nat ⊆ X. Recall that ~Nat = µD .zero ∨ succ D, so we
need to show µD .zero∨ succ D→ X. By (Knaster-Tarski), it suffices to prove zero∨ succ X → X, which boils down
to proving (1) zero → X and (2) succ X → X. Firstly, (1) is directly proved by zero ∈ X. Secondly, (2) is proved by
proving z ∈ succ X → z ∈ X for all z, which then boils down to proving ∃y .y ∈ X ∧ z = succ y→ z ∈ X, which is then
proved from ∀y :Nat .y ∈ X → succ y ∈ X. 
G Proof of Theorem 27
Theorem 27. (S ,≤,Σ)-OSA are exactly the restricted ΓOSA-models w.r.t. (S ,≤,Σ).
Proof. All restricted ΓOSA-models w.r.t. (S ,≤,Σ) are (S ,≤,Σ)-OSA, by definition. We just need to show the other
direction. For any (S ,≤,Σ)-OSA, say A = ({As}s∈S , { f s1...sn,sA } f s1 ...sn ,s∈Σ), we need find an AML model M  ΓOSA, whose
restricted model w.r.t. (S ,≤,Σ) is exactly A.
We first define the carrier set M, by letting it contain/include the following elements/sets:
• $ for definedness and # for inhabitant;
• S , the sort set;
• As, for all s ∈ S ;
• [Asi → [Asi+1 → [· · · → [Asn → As] . . . ]]] for all Σs1...sn,s , ∅ and 1 ≤ i ≤ n;
Next, we define following interpretations of constants:
• d eM = {$} and ~ M = {#};
• sM = {s} for all s ∈ S ;
• fM = { f s
′
1...s
′
n,s
′
A } for all f ∈ Σs1...sn,s, where f s
′
1...s
′
n,s
′
denotes the overloaded copy of f with the largest arity (w.r.t.
subsorting).
Next, we define the application function in M as the following:
• $ • a = M for all a ∈ M;
• # • s = As for all s ∈ S ; note that ~sMM = # • {s} = As;
• f • a = { f (a)} for all f ∈ [A→ B] and a ∈ A.
The unmentioned cases are irrelevant.
Now we verify that M satisfies all axioms in ΓOSA. Indeed, we only need to consider (Subsort), which is satisfied,
because ~sM = As ⊆ As′ = ~s′M , for all s ≤ s′. Therefore, M  ΓOSA.
Finally, we prove that the restricted model Mr w.r.t. (S ,≤,Σ) is exactly A. By definition, Mr = ({Mr}s∈S , { fMr }s∈S )
is an (S ,≤,Σ)-OSA defined as follows:
• the carrier set Mrs = ~sMM , which equals As as we showed above, for all s ∈ S ;
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• the interpretation f s1...sn,sMr , for every f s1...sn,s ∈ Σs1...sn,s, is defined such that { f s1...sn,sMr (a1, . . . , an)} = fMa1 · · · an for
all a1 ∈ A1, . . . , an ∈ An; note that fMa1 · · · an = { f s
′
1...s
′
n,s
′
A }a1 · · · an = { f
s′1...s
′
n,s
′
A (a1, . . . , an)} = { f s1...sn,sA (a1, . . . , an)},
because f s1...sn,s and f s
′
1...s
′
n,s
′
are subsort overloaded. Therefore, we have fMr (a1, . . . , an) = fA(a1, . . . , an) for all
a1 ∈ A1, . . . , an ∈ An.
Therefore, Mr is exactly A. 
H Proof of Proposition 32
Proposition 32. For all models M satisfying the axioms in Definition 31, ~s2M  ~s2M .
Proof. Let 〈 , 〉M denote the interpretation of pairing in M, and we write 〈 , 〉M • a • b as 〈a, b〉M for a, b ∈ ~sM . Note
that 〈 , 〉 is defined as a function, so it always returns singletons on arguments in ~sM and by abuse of notation we
use 〈a, b〉M to also denote the element in the singleton set. By (Product Set) axiom, ~s2M = ⋃a∈S ,b∈S 〈a, b〉M , so there
is a natural surjective function i : ~s2M → ~s2M defined as i(a, b) = 〈a, b〉M . To prove ~s2M = ~s2M , we just need to
show that i is injective, which follows directly from (Injectivity). 
I Proof of Proposition 34
Proposition 34. For all models M satisfying the axioms in Definition 33, ~2sM  P(~sM).
Proof. Let extM denote the interpretation of extension in M, and we write extM • A as extM(A) for all A ∈ ~2sM . By
the powerset semantics of AML, we know extM( ) : ~2sM → P(~sM) is a function, so we just need to prove that it is
injective and surjective. The injectivity follows from (Extensionality), because for A, B ∈ ~2sM with A , B, we have
extM(A) , extM(B). The surjectivity follows from (Powerset), because for any C ∈ P(~sM), given as the valuation of
the free set variable X in (Powerset), there exists A ∈ ~2sM such that extM(A) = C. 
By abuse of language, we also write intM(A) to mean the “interpretation” of the syntactic sugar int. Under the
isomorphism given in Proposition 34, extM(A) = intM(A) = A, for all A ⊆ ~sM . Note that in ext(A), A is considered
an element while the result, also equals to A, is considered as a set. Such a distinction between elements and sets are
important in evaluating AML patterns, because of its powerset semantics and, in particular, the pointwise extension
over sets. In other words, when A is regarded as a set, the pointwise extension happens; otherwise, A is simply an
element, and no pointwise extension is needed.
J Proof of Theorem 35
We tacitly assume the isomorphism between a function f : A → B and its graph graph( f ) = {(a, f (a)) | a ∈ A}.
Note that a graph is a subset of A × B, but not vice versa: not all subsets of A × B are graphs. In this sense, the sort
Graph ≡ 2Pair defined in Section 8.4, contains all binary relation over Term, including those that are graphs and those
are not. However, we are only interested in those that are graphs.
Theorem 35. `λ e1 = e2 iff Γλ ` e1 = e2.
Proof. The “only if” direction is by (1) equational reasoning holds in AML (Proposition 13); and (2) Γλ contains all
instances of (β). Here we just need to prove the “if” direction.
We follow the approach in Fig. 4, where the only nontrivial step is Step 3, as shown below:
M  e1 = e2 for all AML models M  Γλ implies M λ e1 = e2 for all concrete ccc models M.
Indeed, Step 1 holds by the soundness of AML (Theorem 14); Steps 2 and 4 are definitions; and Step 5 holds by the
completeness of concrete ccc models (Lemma 30).
Our proof consists of two parts. Firstly, we show that for any concrete ccc model M, we can define an AML
model, written MAML, such that MAML  Γλ. Secondly, we show that for any valuation ρ of λ-calculus, we can define
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an MAML-valuation, written ρAML, such that ρAML(e) = {|e|ρ} for all e ∈ Λ. Given these two results, the rest of the
proof is simple. Suppose the assumption holds. Consider an arbitrary concrete ccc model M. We want to prove that
M λ e1 = e2. For that, we consider an arbitrary valuation ρ and try to prove |e1|ρ = |e2|ρ. By the above two results, it
suffices to prove ρAML(e1) = ρAML(e2), which holds by the assumption.
Let us assume a concrete ccc model M = {M, • ,G}, with R(M) ⊆ [M → M] contains all representable functions
and G : R(M) → M is the retraction function, and we define MAML as follows. Firstly, we define its carrier set by
letting contain/include all the following elements/sets:
• $ for definedness and # for inhabitant;
• M, for sort Term;
• M × M, for sort Pair;
• P(M × M), for sort Graph;
• all proper function spaces for interpreting 〈 , 〉, ext, and G as (partial) functions, as well as their partial applica-
tions, as in Theorem 17;
Next, we define the interpretation of constants and application in MAML such that:
• d eMAML = {$} and $ • a = a for all a ∈ MAML;
• ~ MAML = {#}, with # • Term = M, # • Pair = M × M, and # • Graph = P(M × M);
• 〈 , 〉MAML is defined as the standard pairing function, extMAML is defined as the identity function over P(M × M),
and GMAML is defined as G;
• f • a = f (a), whenever f is a function and a is an argument in its domain.
In particular, the following hold:
• extMAML • A = A for A ∈ P(M × M); note that the left A is considered an element of P(M × M), so pointwise
extension does not apply;
• GMAML • A = G( fA) for f ∈ R(M) and A = graph( fA); similarly, A is considered as an element, so no pointwise
extension happens;
• For notational simplicity, we write intMAML (A) to mean ρ¯(int X) for an MAML-valuation ρ with ρ(X) = A. By
definition, we can prove that intMAML (A) = A, for A ⊆ M × M.
We verify that MAML  Γλ. Indeed, all axioms except (β) are satisfied, following the same reasoning as in The-
orem 17, Proposition 32, and Proposition 34. We postpone proving MAML  (β) and prove the following result first.
After that, MAML  (β) follows easily.
In the following, we prove that ρAML(e) = {|e|ρ} for all e ∈ Λ, where ρAML is an MAML-valuation, defined as
ρAML(x) = ρ(x) for all variables x of λ-calculus, which are also element variables of MAML. The values of ρAML on
other variables are not irrelevant. We carry out structural induction on e as follows:
• Suppose e ≡ x. Then ρAML(x) = {ρAML(x)} = {ρ(x)};
• Suppose e ≡ e1e2. Then ρAML(e1e2) = ρAML(e1)ρAML(e2) = {|e1|ρ}{|e2|ρ} = {|e1|ρ|e2|ρ} = {|e1e2|ρ}.
• Suppose e ≡ λx .e. Then ρAML(λx .e) = ρAML(G (int ∃x :Term .〈x, e〉))
= GMAML • ρAML(int ∃x :Term .〈x, e〉) = GMAML • intMAML (ρAML(∃x :Term .〈x, e〉)) = GMAML • ρAML(∃x :Term .〈x, e〉) =
GMAML •
⋃
a∈M ρAML[a/x](〈x, e〉) = GMAML • ⋃a∈M({a}, ρAML[a/x](e))
= GMAML •
⋃
a∈M({a}, {|e|ρ[a/x]}) = GMAML • graph( f ρe,x) = G( f ρe,x) = |λx .e|ρ.
Therefore, ρAML(e) = {|e|ρ} for all e ∈ Λ. And here ends our proof. 
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(Start)
Γ `TS A type
Γ, x : A `TS x : A (Weak)
Γ `TS A type Γ,Γ′ `TS Θ
Γ, x : A,Γ′ `TS Θ
(Prim) Γ `TS τ type if τ ∈ PType
(Π)
Γ, x : A `TS B type
Γ `TS Πx : A .B type
(Π-I)
Γ, x : A `TS b : B Γ, x : A `TS B type
Γ `TS λx : A .b : Πx : A .B (Π-E)
Γ `TS a :Πx : A .B Γ `TS b : A Γ, x : A `TS B type
Γ `TS ab : B[b/x]
(Σ)
Γ, x : A `TS B type
Γ `TS Σx : A .B type (Σ-I)
Γ `TS a : A Γ `TS b : B[a/x] Γ, x : A `TS B type
Γ `TS pair a b : Σx : A .B
(Σ-E1)
Γ `TS a : Σx : A .B Γ `TS A type
Γ `TS fst a : A (Σ-E2)
Γ `TS a : Σx : A .B Γ, x : A `TS B type
Γ `TS snd a : B[(fst a)/x]
Figure 7: Typing rules of the Martin-Lo¨f type system, as give in [58]; (here Θ is b : B or B type)
K Proof of Theorem 37
Theorem 37. If x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An `PTS a : A then ΓPTS ` x1 : A1 ∧ · · · ∧ xn : An → a : A.
Proof. Indeed, the four axioms in ΓPTS capture the PTS typing rules (Π), (Π-I), (Π-E), and (Axiom), respectively.
The rest rules (Start), (Weak), (Conv) can be generically proved in AML, where the first two are by standard FOL
reasoning and the last is by equational reasoning plus (β). 
L Instance: Martin-Lo¨f type system
Here we show how to define the Martin-Lo¨f type system [36] as an AML theory. The Martin-Lo¨f type system is an
extension of λ-calculus with types, built from primitive types and type constructors. It has many variants; here we
consider the one in [58], focusing on two important type constructors: the Π-types Πx : A .B and the Σ-types Σx : A .B.
Given a set Var of variables x, y, . . . and a set PType of primitive types τ1, τ2, . . . , the Martin-Lo¨f type system
defines types and terms as follows
types A, B B τ ∈ PType | Πx : A .B | Σx : A .B
terms a, b B x ∈ Var | λx : A .b | ab | pair a b | fst a | snd a
where Π, Σ, and λ are binders that bind x into B or b, but not A. Compared to PTS, Σx : A .B is a new type constructor
that builds Σ-types, whose elements are pairs, built from pair, and can be destructed with fst and snd. As in PTS
(Section 9), a typing context is a sequence x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An for n ≥ 0. We use  to denote the empty context. The
(β) axiom is also assumed. The typing rules of the Martin-Lo¨f type system are shown in Fig. 7, most of which are
similar to PTS typing rules in Fig. 5. They derive two kinds of judgments: Γ `TS a : A, which specifies that a has type
A under Γ, and Γ `TS A type, which specifies that A is a type under Γ. For notational simplicity, when we write down
Γ `TS a : A and Γ `TS A type, we mean the claim that they can be proved in the Martin-Lo¨f type system.
Now we define an AML theory ΓTS that captures the Martin-Lo¨f type system. Firstly, we define two sorts: Term
for terms and Type for types. For every primitive type τ ∈ PType, we define a corresponding functional constant and
define the axiom
(Primitive Type) τ Type // where we define A type ≡ A ∈ ~Type
Next, we define λ, Π, and Σ as binders, using the generic method discussed in Section 8.5. Next, we define three new
constants, pair, fst, and snd, each defining its counterpart in the Martin-Lo¨f type system. Finally, we let ΓTS contain
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(β), the typed version, (Primitive Type) for all τ ∈ PType, plus the following self-explanatory typing axioms:
(Π) ∀x : A .B type→ Πx : A .B type (Π-I) ∀x : A .b : B ∧ ∀x : A .B type→ λx : A .b :Πx : A .B
(Π-E) a :Πx : A .B ∧ b : A ∧ ∀x : A .B type→ ab : B[b/x]
(Σ) ∀x : A .B type→ Σx : A .B type (Σ-I) a : A ∧ b : B[a/x] ∧ ∀x : A .B type→ pair a b :Σx : A .B
(Σ-E1) a :Σx : A .B ∧ A type→ fst a : A (Σ-E2) a :Σx : A .B ∧ ∀x : A .B type→ snd a : B[(fst a)/x]
These axioms capture the corresponding typing rules in Fig. 7. As in PTS, some rules are automatically captured by
the generic AML reasoning, so no axioms for them are needed in ΓTS.
Theorem 42. Let Γ ≡ x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An and ψΓ ≡ x1 : A1 ∧ · · · ∧ xn : An. Then we have Γ `TS Θ implies ΓTS ` ψΓ → Θ,
for all Θ of the form a : A or A type.
Proof. Indeed, the three rules for Π-types and four rules for Σ-types in Fig. 7 are captured by the corresponding axioms
in ΓTS, respectively. (Prim) is captured by the (Primitive Type) axiom. The rest two rules, (Start) and (Weak), are
captured by generic AML reasoning. 
M Proof of Proposition 39
Proposition 39. Given a theory Γ and an injective and extensional context c, i.e., Γ ` c[x] ∧ c[y] = c[x ∧ y],
Γ ` c[⊥] = ⊥ and Γ ` c[x ∨ y] = c[x] ∨ c[y], then Γ ` c[x⇒ y] implies Γ ` c[x]⇒ c[y].
Proof. The proof is basic AML reasoning, Recall that ϕ1 ⇒ ϕ2 ≡ ϕ1 → •ϕ2.
Firstly, we have Γ ` c[x⇒ y] implies Γ ` c[x→ •y], which implies Γ ` c[¬x∨•y], which implies Γ ` c[¬x]∨c[•y]
by extensionality, which implies Γ ` ¬c[¬x] → c[•y]. On the other hand, we need to prove Γ ` c[x] ⇒ c[y],
i.e., Γ ` c[x] → •c[y], which is implied by Γ ` c[x] → c[•y] by (Lift Rewrites). Therefore, it suffices to prove
Γ ` c[x]→ ¬c[¬x], which is implied by Γ ` ¬(c[x] ∧ c[¬x]) by FOL reasoning, which is implied by Γ ` ¬(c[x ∧ ¬x])
by injectivity, which is implied by Γ ` ¬c[⊥], which is implied by Γ ` ¬⊥ by extensionality, which is implied by
Γ ` >, which holds. 
N Proof Checker Code
We show the full code of the AML proof checker in the next two pages. Fig. 8 shows the infrastructure code, including
those defining AML pattern syntax, free variables, substitution, α-equivalence, as well as proof rules and proof objects.
Fig. 9 shows the proof checking code consisting of 22 equations, which follow blindly the proof system of AML.
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1 module CHECKER is protecting NAT .
2
3 sorts EVar SVar Var VType VSet . subsorts EVar SVar < Var .
4 ops ev sv : -> VType . mb ev(N) : EVar . mb sv(N) : SVar .
5 op _‘(_‘) : VType Nat -> Var .
6 sort Sigma . op cs : Nat -> Sigma .
7 sort Pat . subsorts Var Sigma < Pat .
8 ops \app \imp : Pat Pat -> Pat . op \bot : -> Pat . ops \ex \mu : Nat Pat -> Pat .
9
10 subsort Var < VSet . op . : -> VSet . op __ : VSet VSet -> VSet [assoc comm id: . ] .
11 op _\_ : VSet VSet -> VSet . op _in_ : Var VSet -> Bool .
12 var V : Var . vars VT VT’ : VType . vars Vs Vs’ : VSet . vars N N’ N’’ M : Nat . vars P Q R P’ Q’ R’ : Pat .
13 eq V V = V .
14 eq (V Vs) \ (V Vs’) = Vs \ Vs’ . eq Vs \ Vs’ = Vs [owise] .
15 eq V in V Vs = true . eq V in Vs = false [owise] .
16
17 op fresh : VSet -> Nat .
18 eq fresh(.) = 0 . eq fresh((VT(N)) Vs) = 1 + max(N, fresh(Vs)) .
19
20 op fv : Pat -> VSet .
21 eq fv(VT(N)) = VT(N) . eq fv(cs(N)) = . . eq fv(\bot) = . .
22 eq fv(\app(P,Q)) = fv(P) fv(Q) .
23 eq fv(\imp(P,Q)) = fv(P) fv(Q) .
24 eq fv(\ex(N,P)) = fv(P) \ ev(N) .
25 eq fv(\mu(N,P)) = fv(P) \ sv(N) .
26
27 op _[_/_] : Pat Pat Var -> Pat .
28 eq VT(N)[R / VT(N)] = R . eq VT(N)[R / VT’(N’)] = R [owise] .
29 eq \app(P,Q)[R / VT(N)] = \app(P[R / VT(N)], Q[R / VT(N)]) .
30 eq \imp(P,Q)[R / VT(N)] = \imp(P[R / VT(N)], Q[R / VT(N)]) .
31 eq \ex(N, P)[R / ev(N)] = \ex(N, P) . eq \mu(N, P)[R / sv(N)] = \mu(N, P) . eq \bot[R / VT(N)] = \bot .
32 ceq \ex(N’, P)[R / VT(N)] = \ex(N’’, P[ev(N’’) / ev(N’)][R / VT(N)]) if N’’ := fresh(fv(P) fv(R)) .
33 ceq \mu(N’, P)[R / VT(N)] = \mu(N’’, P[sv(N’’) / sv(N’)][R / VT(N)]) if N’’ := fresh(fv(P) fv(R)) .
34
35 op _=a=_ : Pat Pat -> Bool .
36 eq VT(N) =a= VT(N’) = N == N’ . eq \bot =a= \bot = true . eq P =a= Q = false [owise] .
37 eq \app(P,Q) =a= \app(P’,Q’) = P =a= P’ and Q =a= Q’ . eq \imp(P,Q) =a= \imp(P’,Q’) = P =a= P’ and Q =a= Q’ .
38 ceq \ex(N,P) =a= \ex(N’,P’) = P[ev(N’’) / ev(N)] =a= P’[ev(N’’) / ev(N’)] if N’’ := fresh(fv(P) fv(P’)) .
39 ceq \mu(N,P) =a= \mu(N’,P’) = P[sv(N’’) / sv(N)] =a= P’[sv(N’’) / sv(N’)] if N’’ := fresh(fv(P) fv(P’)) .
40
41 sorts Thm Rule . op ‘(_‘)_by_ : Nat Pat Rule -> Thm [prec 90] .
42 op axiom : -> Rule .
43 ops p1 p2 p3 : -> Rule .
44 op mp‘(_,_‘) : Nat Nat -> Rule .
45 op ex‘(_‘) : Nat -> Rule .
46 op ug : -> Rule .
47 ops ppbotL ppbotR pporL pporR ppexL ppexR : -> Rule .
48 ops frmL‘(_‘) frmR‘(_‘) : Nat -> Rule .
49 op existence : -> Rule .
50 op singleton-ev‘(_,_‘) : Pos Pos -> Rule .
51 op sv-subst‘(_,_‘) : Nat Pat -> Rule .
52 op prefixpoint : -> Rule .
53 op kt‘(_‘) : Nat -> Rule .
54
55 sort Pos . ops . l r : -> Pos . op __ : Pos Pos -> Pos [assoc id: .] . op _[_] : Pat Pos -> Pat .
56 vars Pos PosP PosQ : Pos .
57 eq P[ . ] = P . eq \app(P,Q)[ l Pos ] = P[Pos] . eq \app(P,Q)[ r Pos ] = Q[Pos] .
58
59 sorts Thms . subsort Thm < Thms . op . : -> Thms . op __ : Thms Thms -> Thms [assoc id: . prec 100] .
60 vars RL RL’ RL’’ : Rule . vars PTs QTs RTs PTs’ QTs’ RTs’ PTs’’ : Thms .
61
62 sort Proof .
63 op proof_ : Thms -> Proof [prec 110] . op check : -> Thm . op checked : -> Proof .
Figure 8: Proof checker (Part 1): infrastructure code
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1 eq proof PTs check = checked .
2
3 eq proof PTs check (M) P by axiom QTs = proof PTs (M) P by axiom check QTs .
4
5 eq proof PTs check (M) \imp(P, \imp(Q, P)) by p1 QTs = proof PTs (M) \imp(P, \imp(Q, P)) by p1 check QTs .
6
7 eq proof PTs check (M) \imp(\imp(P, \imp(Q, R)), \imp(\imp(P, Q), \imp(P, R))) by p2 QTs
8 = proof PTs (M) \imp(\imp(P, \imp(Q, R)), \imp(\imp(P, Q), \imp(P, R))) by p2 check QTs .
9
10 eq proof PTs check (M) \imp(\imp(\imp(P, \bot), \bot), P) by p3 QTs
11 = proof PTs (M) \imp(\imp(\imp(P, \bot), \bot), P) by p3 check QTs .
12
13 eq proof PTs (N) P by RL PTs’ (N’) \imp(P, Q) by RL’ PTs’’ check (M) Q by mp(N,N’) QTs
14 = proof PTs (N) P by RL PTs’ (N’) \imp(P, Q) by RL’ PTs’’ (M) Q by mp(N,N’) check QTs .
15
16 eq proof PTs (N’) \imp(P, Q) by RL’ PTs’ (N) P by RL PTs’’ check (M) Q by mp(N,N’) QTs
17 = proof PTs (N’) \imp(P, Q) by RL’ PTs’ (N) P by RL PTs’’ (M) Q by mp(N,N’) check QTs .
18
19 ceq proof PTs check (M) \imp(R, \ex(N, P)) by ex(N’) QTs
20 = proof PTs (M) \imp(R, \ex(N, P)) by ex(N’) check QTs if R =a= P[ev(N’) / ev(N)] .
21
22 ceq proof PTs (N) \imp(P, Q) by RL PTs’ check (M) \imp(\ex(N, P), Q) by ug QTs
23 = proof PTs (N) \imp(P, Q) by RL PTs’ (M) \imp(\ex(N, P), Q) by ug check QTs if not(ev(N) in fv(Q)) .
24
25 eq proof PTs check (M) \imp(\app(\bot, P), \bot) by ppbotL QTs
26 = proof PTs (M) \imp(\app(\bot, P), \bot) by ppbotL check QTs .
27
28 eq proof PTs check (M) \imp(\app(P, \bot), \bot) by ppbotR QTs
29 = proof PTs (M) \imp(\app(P, \bot), \bot) by ppbotR check QTs .
30
31 eq proof PTs check (M) \imp(\app(\imp(\imp(P, \bot), Q), R), \imp(\imp(\app(P, R), \bot), \app(Q, R))) by pporL QTs
32 = proof PTs (M) \imp(\app(\imp(\imp(P, \bot), Q), R), \imp(\imp(\app(P, R), \bot), \app(Q, R))) by pporL check QTs .
33
34 eq proof PTs check (M) \imp(\app(R, \imp(\imp(P, \bot), Q)), \imp(\imp(\app(R, P), \bot), \app(R, Q))) by pporR QTs
35 = proof PTs (M) \imp(\app(R, \imp(\imp(P, \bot), Q)), \imp(\imp(\app(R, P), \bot), \app(R, Q))) by pporR check QTs .
36
37 ceq proof PTs check (M) \imp(\app(\ex(N, P), Q), \ex(N, \app(P, Q))) by ppexL QTs
38 = proof PTs (M) \imp(\app(\ex(N, P), Q), \ex(N, \app(P, Q))) by ppexL check QTs if not(ev(N) in fv(Q)) .
39
40 ceq proof PTs check (M) \imp(\app(P, \ex(N, Q)), \ex(N, \app(P, Q))) by ppexR QTs
41 = proof PTs (M) \imp(\app(P, \ex(N, Q)), \ex(N, \app(P, Q))) by ppexR check QTs if not(ev(N) in fv(P)) .
42
43 eq proof PTs (N) \imp(P, P’) by RL PTs’ check (M) \imp(\app(P,Q),\app(P’,Q)) by frmL(N) QTs
44 = proof PTs (N) \imp(P, P’) by RL PTs’ (M) \imp(\app(P, Q), \app(P’, Q)) by frmL(N) check QTs .
45
46 eq proof PTs (N) \imp(Q, Q’) by RL PTs’ check (M) \imp(\app(P, Q), \app(P, Q’)) by frmR(N) QTs
47 = proof PTs (N) \imp(Q, Q’) by RL PTs’ (M) \imp(\app(P, Q), \app(P, Q’)) by frmR(N) check QTs .
48
49 eq proof PTs check (M) \ex(N, ev(N)) by existence QTs = proof PTs (M) \ex(N, ev(N)) by existence check QTs .
50
51 ceq proof PTs check (M) \imp(P, \imp(Q, \bot)) by singleton-ev(PosP, PosQ) QTs
52 = proof PTs (M) \imp(P, \imp(Q, \bot)) by singleton-ev(PosP, PosQ) check QTs
53 if \imp(\imp(V:EVar,\imp(R,\bot)),\bot) := P[PosP] /\ \imp(\imp(V’:EVar, R’), \bot) := Q[PosQ]
54 /\ V:EVar == V’:EVar /\ R == R’ .
55
56 ceq proof PTs (N) Q by RL PTs’ check (M) P by sv-subst(N, R) QTs
57 = proof PTs (N) Q by RL PTs’ (M) P by sv-subst(N, R) check QTs if P =a= Q[R / sv(N)] .
58
59 ceq proof PTs check (M) \imp(Q, \mu(N, P)) by prefixpoint QTs
60 = proof PTs (M) \imp(Q, \mu(N, P)) by prefixpoint check QTs if Q =a= P[\mu(N, P) / sv(N)] .
61
62 ceq proof PTs (N) \imp(Q, R) by RL PTs’ check (M) \imp(\mu(N, P), R) by kt(N) QTs
63 = proof PTs (N) \imp(Q, R) by RL PTs’ (M) \imp(\mu(N, P), R) by kt(N) check QTs if Q =a= P[R / sv(N)] .
64
65 endmodule
Figure 9: Proof checker (Part 2): proof checking code
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